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HUMAN RESOURCES

1. PM Roles ar1. PM Roles ar1. PM Roles ar1. PM Roles ar1. PM Roles are integratore integratore integratore integratore integrator, communicator, communicator, communicator, communicator, communicator, team leader, team leader, team leader, team leader, team leader, decision maker, decision maker, decision maker, decision maker, decision maker, & climate cr, & climate cr, & climate cr, & climate cr, & climate creatoreatoreatoreatoreator.....

2. Power T2. Power T2. Power T2. Power T2. Power Types arypes arypes arypes arypes are *re *re *re *re *rewarewarewarewareward*, *experd*, *experd*, *experd*, *experd*, *expert*, legitimate, coert*, legitimate, coert*, legitimate, coert*, legitimate, coert*, legitimate, coercive, & rcive, & rcive, & rcive, & rcive, & referefereferefereferent. (* = Best arent. (* = Best arent. (* = Best arent. (* = Best arent. (* = Best are re re re re rewarewarewarewareward andd andd andd andd and
experexperexperexperexpert, use expert, use expert, use expert, use expert, use expert when dealing with upper management).t when dealing with upper management).t when dealing with upper management).t when dealing with upper management).t when dealing with upper management).

3. Conflict Management methods ar3. Conflict Management methods ar3. Conflict Management methods ar3. Conflict Management methods ar3. Conflict Management methods are:  pre:  pre:  pre:  pre:  problem solve, comproblem solve, comproblem solve, comproblem solve, comproblem solve, compromise, smooth, w/drawomise, smooth, w/drawomise, smooth, w/drawomise, smooth, w/drawomise, smooth, w/draw, & for, & for, & for, & for, & forcingcingcingcingcing

4. Pr4. Pr4. Pr4. Pr4. Project manager has most conflict over:  personnel, project manager has most conflict over:  personnel, project manager has most conflict over:  personnel, project manager has most conflict over:  personnel, project manager has most conflict over:  personnel, program, tech issues, & schedule program, tech issues, & schedule program, tech issues, & schedule program, tech issues, & schedule program, tech issues, & schedule problems.oblems.oblems.oblems.oblems.

5. Four pr5. Four pr5. Four pr5. Four pr5. Four project manager functions aroject manager functions aroject manager functions aroject manager functions aroject manager functions are:  plan, ore:  plan, ore:  plan, ore:  plan, ore:  plan, organize, lead, and contrganize, lead, and contrganize, lead, and contrganize, lead, and contrganize, lead, and control.ol.ol.ol.ol.

6. Human Resour6. Human Resour6. Human Resour6. Human Resour6. Human Resources is the arces is the arces is the arces is the arces is the art and science of dirt and science of dirt and science of dirt and science of dirt and science of directing human recting human recting human recting human recting human resouresouresouresouresources thrces thrces thrces thrces throughout the life of aoughout the life of aoughout the life of aoughout the life of aoughout the life of a
prprprprproject by using administrative and behavioral knowledge to achieve project by using administrative and behavioral knowledge to achieve project by using administrative and behavioral knowledge to achieve project by using administrative and behavioral knowledge to achieve project by using administrative and behavioral knowledge to achieve project objectives of Scope,oject objectives of Scope,oject objectives of Scope,oject objectives of Scope,oject objectives of Scope,
Cost, TCost, TCost, TCost, TCost, Time, Qualityime, Qualityime, Qualityime, Qualityime, Quality, and the par, and the par, and the par, and the par, and the participant’ticipant’ticipant’ticipant’ticipant’s satisfaction.s satisfaction.s satisfaction.s satisfaction.s satisfaction.

7. The management styles ar7. The management styles ar7. The management styles ar7. The management styles ar7. The management styles are:  Autocratic (tight contre:  Autocratic (tight contre:  Autocratic (tight contre:  Autocratic (tight contre:  Autocratic (tight controls), Laissez Fairols), Laissez Fairols), Laissez Fairols), Laissez Fairols), Laissez Faire (nobody’e (nobody’e (nobody’e (nobody’e (nobody’s in chars in chars in chars in chars in charge), andge), andge), andge), andge), and
Democratic (parDemocratic (parDemocratic (parDemocratic (parDemocratic (participative).ticipative).ticipative).ticipative).ticipative).

8. Her8. Her8. Her8. Her8. Herzberzberzberzberzberg’g’g’g’g’s Theors Theors Theors Theors Theory  = Hygiene Factors and motivating agents.  Hygiene Factors ary  = Hygiene Factors and motivating agents.  Hygiene Factors ary  = Hygiene Factors and motivating agents.  Hygiene Factors ary  = Hygiene Factors and motivating agents.  Hygiene Factors ary  = Hygiene Factors and motivating agents.  Hygiene Factors are necessare necessare necessare necessare necessary buty buty buty buty but
ararararare not sufe not sufe not sufe not sufe not sufficient for a contented workerficient for a contented workerficient for a contented workerficient for a contented workerficient for a contented worker.  The Hygiene Factors ar.  The Hygiene Factors ar.  The Hygiene Factors ar.  The Hygiene Factors ar.  The Hygiene Factors are:  Administrative Policies;  We:  Administrative Policies;  We:  Administrative Policies;  We:  Administrative Policies;  We:  Administrative Policies;  Work-ork-ork-ork-ork-
ing Conditions;  Salaring Conditions;  Salaring Conditions;  Salaring Conditions;  Salaring Conditions;  Salary;  Personal Life;   Peery;  Personal Life;   Peery;  Personal Life;   Peery;  Personal Life;   Peery;  Personal Life;   Peer, Superior, Superior, Superior, Superior, Superior, Subor, Subor, Subor, Subor, Subordinate Relationships;  Status;  anddinate Relationships;  Status;  anddinate Relationships;  Status;  anddinate Relationships;  Status;  anddinate Relationships;  Status;  and
SecuritySecuritySecuritySecuritySecurity.....

9. Her9. Her9. Her9. Her9. Herzberzberzberzberzberg also stated that achieving positive motivation rg also stated that achieving positive motivation rg also stated that achieving positive motivation rg also stated that achieving positive motivation rg also stated that achieving positive motivation results fresults fresults fresults fresults from the opporom the opporom the opporom the opporom the opportunity to achievetunity to achievetunity to achievetunity to achievetunity to achieve
and experience “self actualization”.and experience “self actualization”.and experience “self actualization”.and experience “self actualization”.and experience “self actualization”.
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10.  Maslow’10.  Maslow’10.  Maslow’10.  Maslow’10.  Maslow’s Hierars Hierars Hierars Hierars Hierarchy of Needs archy of Needs archy of Needs archy of Needs archy of Needs are:  Physiological, Safetye:  Physiological, Safetye:  Physiological, Safetye:  Physiological, Safetye:  Physiological, Safety, Social, Esteem, and Self Actualization., Social, Esteem, and Self Actualization., Social, Esteem, and Self Actualization., Social, Esteem, and Self Actualization., Social, Esteem, and Self Actualization.

11. McGr11. McGr11. McGr11. McGr11. McGregoregoregoregoregor’’’’’s Theors Theors Theors Theors Theory X = average worker is lazy and needs supery X = average worker is lazy and needs supery X = average worker is lazy and needs supery X = average worker is lazy and needs supery X = average worker is lazy and needs supervision (rvision (rvision (rvision (rvision (relies on exterelies on exterelies on exterelies on exterelies on external motiva-nal motiva-nal motiva-nal motiva-nal motiva-
tion).tion).tion).tion).tion).

12. McGr12. McGr12. McGr12. McGr12. McGregoregoregoregoregor’’’’’s Theors Theors Theors Theors Theory Y = workers ary Y = workers ary Y = workers ary Y = workers ary Y = workers are willing to do the job without continuous supere willing to do the job without continuous supere willing to do the job without continuous supere willing to do the job without continuous supere willing to do the job without continuous supervision (rvision (rvision (rvision (rvision (relieselieselieselieselies
on self  motivation).on self  motivation).on self  motivation).on self  motivation).on self  motivation).
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CONTRACTS

1. Seller (low risk)——————>Buyer (high risk) = in this or1. Seller (low risk)——————>Buyer (high risk) = in this or1. Seller (low risk)——————>Buyer (high risk) = in this or1. Seller (low risk)——————>Buyer (high risk) = in this or1. Seller (low risk)——————>Buyer (high risk) = in this order:  CPPC, CPFFder:  CPPC, CPFFder:  CPPC, CPFFder:  CPPC, CPFFder:  CPPC, CPFF, CPIF, CPIF, CPIF, CPIF, CPIF, FPPIF, FPPIF, FPPIF, FPPIF, FPPIF,,,,,
FFPFFPFFPFFPFFP.....

2. CPPC = Used in constr2. CPPC = Used in constr2. CPPC = Used in constr2. CPPC = Used in constr2. CPPC = Used in construction industruction industruction industruction industruction industryyyyy.....

3. CPFF = Used in R&D pr3. CPFF = Used in R&D pr3. CPFF = Used in R&D pr3. CPFF = Used in R&D pr3. CPFF = Used in R&D project due to the risks.oject due to the risks.oject due to the risks.oject due to the risks.oject due to the risks.

4. CPIF = Contracts with long per4. CPIF = Contracts with long per4. CPIF = Contracts with long per4. CPIF = Contracts with long per4. CPIF = Contracts with long perforforforforformance periods.mance periods.mance periods.mance periods.mance periods.

5. FPPIF = ship building, long ter5. FPPIF = ship building, long ter5. FPPIF = ship building, long ter5. FPPIF = ship building, long ter5. FPPIF = ship building, long term prm prm prm prm products.oducts.oducts.oducts.oducts.

6. FFP = Pr6. FFP = Pr6. FFP = Pr6. FFP = Pr6. FFP = Projects with definite specifications and cerojects with definite specifications and cerojects with definite specifications and cerojects with definite specifications and cerojects with definite specifications and certain costs.tain costs.tain costs.tain costs.tain costs.

7. Negotiation meeting = pr7. Negotiation meeting = pr7. Negotiation meeting = pr7. Negotiation meeting = pr7. Negotiation meeting = protocol, protocol, protocol, protocol, protocol, probing, scratch barobing, scratch barobing, scratch barobing, scratch barobing, scratch bargain, closurgain, closurgain, closurgain, closurgain, closure, & agre, & agre, & agre, & agre, & agreement..eement..eement..eement..eement..

8. Contract pr8. Contract pr8. Contract pr8. Contract pr8. Contract process = rocess = rocess = rocess = rocess = requirequirequirequirequirement + rement + rement + rement + rement + requisition + solicitation + awarequisition + solicitation + awarequisition + solicitation + awarequisition + solicitation + awarequisition + solicitation + award + contractual cycles.d + contractual cycles.d + contractual cycles.d + contractual cycles.d + contractual cycles.

9. Contract origination = unilateral (e.g. Pur9. Contract origination = unilateral (e.g. Pur9. Contract origination = unilateral (e.g. Pur9. Contract origination = unilateral (e.g. Pur9. Contract origination = unilateral (e.g. Purchase Orchase Orchase Orchase Orchase Order), bilateral (RFQ and RFP).der), bilateral (RFQ and RFP).der), bilateral (RFQ and RFP).der), bilateral (RFQ and RFP).der), bilateral (RFQ and RFP).

10. Contract Administration = funding, pr10. Contract Administration = funding, pr10. Contract Administration = funding, pr10. Contract Administration = funding, pr10. Contract Administration = funding, procedurocedurocedurocedurocedure, pere, pere, pere, pere, perforforforforformance/financial contrmance/financial contrmance/financial contrmance/financial contrmance/financial control, modifications,ol, modifications,ol, modifications,ol, modifications,ol, modifications,
disputes, and close-out.disputes, and close-out.disputes, and close-out.disputes, and close-out.disputes, and close-out.

11. Contract Pr11. Contract Pr11. Contract Pr11. Contract Pr11. Contract Procurocurocurocurocurement Management = Objectives, QA, Quality specs, supplier selection, moti-ement Management = Objectives, QA, Quality specs, supplier selection, moti-ement Management = Objectives, QA, Quality specs, supplier selection, moti-ement Management = Objectives, QA, Quality specs, supplier selection, moti-ement Management = Objectives, QA, Quality specs, supplier selection, moti-
vate suppliervate suppliervate suppliervate suppliervate supplier, and supplier quality, and supplier quality, and supplier quality, and supplier quality, and supplier quality.....

12. In a Fixed Price Contract (lump sum) the contractor (seller) agr12. In a Fixed Price Contract (lump sum) the contractor (seller) agr12. In a Fixed Price Contract (lump sum) the contractor (seller) agr12. In a Fixed Price Contract (lump sum) the contractor (seller) agr12. In a Fixed Price Contract (lump sum) the contractor (seller) agrees to perees to perees to perees to perees to perforforforforform a serm a serm a serm a serm a service or furvice or furvice or furvice or furvice or fur-----
nish materials at an established contractual price.nish materials at an established contractual price.nish materials at an established contractual price.nish materials at an established contractual price.nish materials at an established contractual price.
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13. When entering into a contract, the objective of the buyer  (client) is to place the seller into the13. When entering into a contract, the objective of the buyer  (client) is to place the seller into the13. When entering into a contract, the objective of the buyer  (client) is to place the seller into the13. When entering into a contract, the objective of the buyer  (client) is to place the seller into the13. When entering into a contract, the objective of the buyer  (client) is to place the seller into the
maximum permaximum permaximum permaximum permaximum perforforforforformance risk while maintaining a degrmance risk while maintaining a degrmance risk while maintaining a degrmance risk while maintaining a degrmance risk while maintaining a degree of incentive for efee of incentive for efee of incentive for efee of incentive for efee of incentive for efficient and economicalficient and economicalficient and economicalficient and economicalficient and economical
perperperperperforforforforformance.mance.mance.mance.mance.

14. Fixed Price and Cost ar14. Fixed Price and Cost ar14. Fixed Price and Cost ar14. Fixed Price and Cost ar14. Fixed Price and Cost are the two major types of contracts.e the two major types of contracts.e the two major types of contracts.e the two major types of contracts.e the two major types of contracts.

15. Cost Plus Per15. Cost Plus Per15. Cost Plus Per15. Cost Plus Per15. Cost Plus Percentage of Costs contracts places the grcentage of Costs contracts places the grcentage of Costs contracts places the grcentage of Costs contracts places the grcentage of Costs contracts places the greatest amount of risk on the buyereatest amount of risk on the buyereatest amount of risk on the buyereatest amount of risk on the buyereatest amount of risk on the buyer.....

16.Cost Plus Fixed Fee contract places the gr16.Cost Plus Fixed Fee contract places the gr16.Cost Plus Fixed Fee contract places the gr16.Cost Plus Fixed Fee contract places the gr16.Cost Plus Fixed Fee contract places the greatest amount of risk on the sellereatest amount of risk on the sellereatest amount of risk on the sellereatest amount of risk on the sellereatest amount of risk on the seller.....

17. Materials management is critical to the success of the pr17. Materials management is critical to the success of the pr17. Materials management is critical to the success of the pr17. Materials management is critical to the success of the pr17. Materials management is critical to the success of the project when roject when roject when roject when roject when resouresouresouresouresources arces arces arces arces are needed at ae needed at ae needed at ae needed at ae needed at a
specific time and place to ensurspecific time and place to ensurspecific time and place to ensurspecific time and place to ensurspecific time and place to ensure the continued pre the continued pre the continued pre the continued pre the continued progrogrogrogrogress.  When assessing the materials costs, oneess.  When assessing the materials costs, oneess.  When assessing the materials costs, oneess.  When assessing the materials costs, oneess.  When assessing the materials costs, one
should keep in mind the cost of purshould keep in mind the cost of purshould keep in mind the cost of purshould keep in mind the cost of purshould keep in mind the cost of purchase for: transporchase for: transporchase for: transporchase for: transporchase for: transportation, storage, and shortation, storage, and shortation, storage, and shortation, storage, and shortation, storage, and shortage.tage.tage.tage.tage.

18. T18. T18. T18. T18. To keep the contractor on track and to contro keep the contractor on track and to contro keep the contractor on track and to contro keep the contractor on track and to contro keep the contractor on track and to control their expenditurol their expenditurol their expenditurol their expenditurol their expenditure rates under any type of contracte rates under any type of contracte rates under any type of contracte rates under any type of contracte rates under any type of contract
one should track and pay the costs of the contract by phases or stages and evaluate the costs atone should track and pay the costs of the contract by phases or stages and evaluate the costs atone should track and pay the costs of the contract by phases or stages and evaluate the costs atone should track and pay the costs of the contract by phases or stages and evaluate the costs atone should track and pay the costs of the contract by phases or stages and evaluate the costs at
each reach reach reach reach review/decision point.eview/decision point.eview/decision point.eview/decision point.eview/decision point.
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RISK

1. Measur1. Measur1. Measur1. Measur1. Measure Risk by calculating one Standare Risk by calculating one Standare Risk by calculating one Standare Risk by calculating one Standare Risk by calculating one Standard Deviation which is SD = [Pessimistic - Optimistic]d Deviation which is SD = [Pessimistic - Optimistic]d Deviation which is SD = [Pessimistic - Optimistic]d Deviation which is SD = [Pessimistic - Optimistic]d Deviation which is SD = [Pessimistic - Optimistic]
divided by 6.divided by 6.divided by 6.divided by 6.divided by 6.

2. Risk Event = what might happen to detriment of pr2. Risk Event = what might happen to detriment of pr2. Risk Event = what might happen to detriment of pr2. Risk Event = what might happen to detriment of pr2. Risk Event = what might happen to detriment of project.oject.oject.oject.oject.

3. Risk handling = avoidance, contr3. Risk handling = avoidance, contr3. Risk handling = avoidance, contr3. Risk handling = avoidance, contr3. Risk handling = avoidance, control, assumption, and transfer (deflect).ol, assumption, and transfer (deflect).ol, assumption, and transfer (deflect).ol, assumption, and transfer (deflect).ol, assumption, and transfer (deflect).

4. T4. T4. T4. T4. Types of Risk Events = Exterypes of Risk Events = Exterypes of Risk Events = Exterypes of Risk Events = Exterypes of Risk Events = External unprnal unprnal unprnal unprnal unpredictable + exteredictable + exteredictable + exteredictable + exteredictable + external prnal prnal prnal prnal predictable + interedictable + interedictable + interedictable + interedictable + internal + technical +nal + technical +nal + technical +nal + technical +nal + technical +
legal.legal.legal.legal.legal.

5. Risk Mitigation = insurable + impact analysis + r5. Risk Mitigation = insurable + impact analysis + r5. Risk Mitigation = insurable + impact analysis + r5. Risk Mitigation = insurable + impact analysis + r5. Risk Mitigation = insurable + impact analysis + response planning + response planning + response planning + response planning + response planning + response system + dataesponse system + dataesponse system + dataesponse system + dataesponse system + data
application.application.application.application.application.

6. Expected V6. Expected V6. Expected V6. Expected V6. Expected Value = (Value = (Value = (Value = (Value = (Value 1 x pralue 1 x pralue 1 x pralue 1 x pralue 1 x probability 1) +...(Vobability 1) +...(Vobability 1) +...(Vobability 1) +...(Vobability 1) +...(Value N x pralue N x pralue N x pralue N x pralue N x probability N).obability N).obability N).obability N).obability N).

7. Expected V7. Expected V7. Expected V7. Expected V7. Expected Value = pralue = pralue = pralue = pralue = probability of the risk event occurobability of the risk event occurobability of the risk event occurobability of the risk event occurobability of the risk event occurring x potential loss or impact.ring x potential loss or impact.ring x potential loss or impact.ring x potential loss or impact.ring x potential loss or impact.

8. Risk T8. Risk T8. Risk T8. Risk T8. Risk Types = Business + purypes = Business + purypes = Business + purypes = Business + purypes = Business + pure(insurable).e(insurable).e(insurable).e(insurable).e(insurable).

9. Risk tied to Cost, Schedule, & Quality9. Risk tied to Cost, Schedule, & Quality9. Risk tied to Cost, Schedule, & Quality9. Risk tied to Cost, Schedule, & Quality9. Risk tied to Cost, Schedule, & Quality.....

10. Retention = Assume10. Retention = Assume10. Retention = Assume10. Retention = Assume10. Retention = Assume

11. Deflect = T11. Deflect = T11. Deflect = T11. Deflect = T11. Deflect = Transferransferransferransferransfer

12. Risk’12. Risk’12. Risk’12. Risk’12. Risk’s 3 factors = prs 3 factors = prs 3 factors = prs 3 factors = prs 3 factors = probabilityobabilityobabilityobabilityobability, impact, and the event itself., impact, and the event itself., impact, and the event itself., impact, and the event itself., impact, and the event itself.
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13. BCR(benefit cost ratio)= NPV of r13. BCR(benefit cost ratio)= NPV of r13. BCR(benefit cost ratio)= NPV of r13. BCR(benefit cost ratio)= NPV of r13. BCR(benefit cost ratio)= NPV of revenue divided by NPV of cost...if = to 1 or morevenue divided by NPV of cost...if = to 1 or morevenue divided by NPV of cost...if = to 1 or morevenue divided by NPV of cost...if = to 1 or morevenue divided by NPV of cost...if = to 1 or more, do thee, do thee, do thee, do thee, do the
prprprprproject.oject.oject.oject.oject.

14. Risk management = identify14. Risk management = identify14. Risk management = identify14. Risk management = identify14. Risk management = identify, analyze, r, analyze, r, analyze, r, analyze, r, analyze, respond to risk factors and document.espond to risk factors and document.espond to risk factors and document.espond to risk factors and document.espond to risk factors and document.

15. Risk Event Status = pr15. Risk Event Status = pr15. Risk Event Status = pr15. Risk Event Status = pr15. Risk Event Status = probability of occurobability of occurobability of occurobability of occurobability of occurrrrrrence + severity of consequence.ence + severity of consequence.ence + severity of consequence.ence + severity of consequence.ence + severity of consequence.

16. Response planning = mitigation deflection, and contingency planning.16. Response planning = mitigation deflection, and contingency planning.16. Response planning = mitigation deflection, and contingency planning.16. Response planning = mitigation deflection, and contingency planning.16. Response planning = mitigation deflection, and contingency planning.

17. Method of r17. Method of r17. Method of r17. Method of r17. Method of reducing risk is to hold functional managers accountable for time/cost estimates.educing risk is to hold functional managers accountable for time/cost estimates.educing risk is to hold functional managers accountable for time/cost estimates.educing risk is to hold functional managers accountable for time/cost estimates.educing risk is to hold functional managers accountable for time/cost estimates.
HirHirHirHirHire an expere an expere an expere an expere an expert to prt to prt to prt to prt to produce better estimates of the futuroduce better estimates of the futuroduce better estimates of the futuroduce better estimates of the futuroduce better estimates of the future costs.  Pere costs.  Pere costs.  Pere costs.  Pere costs.  Perforforforforform statistical analysis to im-m statistical analysis to im-m statistical analysis to im-m statistical analysis to im-m statistical analysis to im-
prprprprprove quality of  forove quality of  forove quality of  forove quality of  forove quality of  forecasts.ecasts.ecasts.ecasts.ecasts.

18. A pr18. A pr18. A pr18. A pr18. A project manageroject manageroject manageroject manageroject manager’’’’’s objective when sub-contracting is to shift as much of the risk possible tos objective when sub-contracting is to shift as much of the risk possible tos objective when sub-contracting is to shift as much of the risk possible tos objective when sub-contracting is to shift as much of the risk possible tos objective when sub-contracting is to shift as much of the risk possible to
the sub while maintaining some degrthe sub while maintaining some degrthe sub while maintaining some degrthe sub while maintaining some degrthe sub while maintaining some degree of incentive for impree of incentive for impree of incentive for impree of incentive for impree of incentive for improved efoved efoved efoved efoved efficiency and economic perficiency and economic perficiency and economic perficiency and economic perficiency and economic perforforforforfor-----
mance.mance.mance.mance.mance.

19. When entering a contract with a buyer19. When entering a contract with a buyer19. When entering a contract with a buyer19. When entering a contract with a buyer19. When entering a contract with a buyer, a pr, a pr, a pr, a pr, a project manager should troject manager should troject manager should troject manager should troject manager should try to shift as much risk to they to shift as much risk to they to shift as much risk to they to shift as much risk to they to shift as much risk to the
buyer as possible.buyer as possible.buyer as possible.buyer as possible.buyer as possible.

20. During what phase is the risk the highest?  Conceptual.20. During what phase is the risk the highest?  Conceptual.20. During what phase is the risk the highest?  Conceptual.20. During what phase is the risk the highest?  Conceptual.20. During what phase is the risk the highest?  Conceptual.

21. During what phase is the amount at stake the highest?  T21. During what phase is the amount at stake the highest?  T21. During what phase is the amount at stake the highest?  T21. During what phase is the amount at stake the highest?  T21. During what phase is the amount at stake the highest?  Tererererermination.mination.mination.mination.mination.

22. Uncer22. Uncer22. Uncer22. Uncer22. Uncertainty = the complete absence of infortainty = the complete absence of infortainty = the complete absence of infortainty = the complete absence of infortainty = the complete absence of information.mation.mation.mation.mation.

23. Cer23. Cer23. Cer23. Cer23. Certainty = all infortainty = all infortainty = all infortainty = all infortainty = all information for making the right decision is available.mation for making the right decision is available.mation for making the right decision is available.mation for making the right decision is available.mation for making the right decision is available.

24. Know how to calculate a decision tr24. Know how to calculate a decision tr24. Know how to calculate a decision tr24. Know how to calculate a decision tr24. Know how to calculate a decision tree’ee’ee’ee’ee’s cumulative prs cumulative prs cumulative prs cumulative prs cumulative probabilityobabilityobabilityobabilityobability.....
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25. PV = amount of payment in N years divided by (1 + inter25. PV = amount of payment in N years divided by (1 + inter25. PV = amount of payment in N years divided by (1 + inter25. PV = amount of payment in N years divided by (1 + inter25. PV = amount of payment in N years divided by (1 + interest)est)est)est)est)NNNNN

26. IRR = that rate of discount at which the sum of the positive pr26. IRR = that rate of discount at which the sum of the positive pr26. IRR = that rate of discount at which the sum of the positive pr26. IRR = that rate of discount at which the sum of the positive pr26. IRR = that rate of discount at which the sum of the positive present values is equal to the sumesent values is equal to the sumesent values is equal to the sumesent values is equal to the sumesent values is equal to the sum
of the negative prof the negative prof the negative prof the negative prof the negative present values.esent values.esent values.esent values.esent values.
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COST

1. Cost Estimating = Assembling and pr1. Cost Estimating = Assembling and pr1. Cost Estimating = Assembling and pr1. Cost Estimating = Assembling and pr1. Cost Estimating = Assembling and predicting predicting predicting predicting predicting project costsoject costsoject costsoject costsoject costs

2. Cost = cash value of pr2. Cost = cash value of pr2. Cost = cash value of pr2. Cost = cash value of pr2. Cost = cash value of project activityoject activityoject activityoject activityoject activity

3. BCWS = planned costs3. BCWS = planned costs3. BCWS = planned costs3. BCWS = planned costs3. BCWS = planned costs

4. ACWP = Actual Costs4. ACWP = Actual Costs4. ACWP = Actual Costs4. ACWP = Actual Costs4. ACWP = Actual Costs

5. BCWP = Budgeted Cost of W5. BCWP = Budgeted Cost of W5. BCWP = Budgeted Cost of W5. BCWP = Budgeted Cost of W5. BCWP = Budgeted Cost of Work Perork Perork Perork Perork Perforforforforformed or EARNED Vmed or EARNED Vmed or EARNED Vmed or EARNED Vmed or EARNED VALUE (how much work is done).ALUE (how much work is done).ALUE (how much work is done).ALUE (how much work is done).ALUE (how much work is done).

6. Budget @ Completion (BAC) is what the total job is supposed to cost..6. Budget @ Completion (BAC) is what the total job is supposed to cost..6. Budget @ Completion (BAC) is what the total job is supposed to cost..6. Budget @ Completion (BAC) is what the total job is supposed to cost..6. Budget @ Completion (BAC) is what the total job is supposed to cost..

7. Estimate @ Completion (EAC) is what you expect the job to cost after some por7. Estimate @ Completion (EAC) is what you expect the job to cost after some por7. Estimate @ Completion (EAC) is what you expect the job to cost after some por7. Estimate @ Completion (EAC) is what you expect the job to cost after some por7. Estimate @ Completion (EAC) is what you expect the job to cost after some portion of the worktion of the worktion of the worktion of the worktion of the work
has been completed.  EAC=(ACWP/BCWP) X BAC.has been completed.  EAC=(ACWP/BCWP) X BAC.has been completed.  EAC=(ACWP/BCWP) X BAC.has been completed.  EAC=(ACWP/BCWP) X BAC.has been completed.  EAC=(ACWP/BCWP) X BAC.

8. Per8. Per8. Per8. Per8. Percent Completion = BCWP divided by BACcent Completion = BCWP divided by BACcent Completion = BCWP divided by BACcent Completion = BCWP divided by BACcent Completion = BCWP divided by BAC

9. V9. V9. V9. V9. Variance @ Completion (Variance @ Completion (Variance @ Completion (Variance @ Completion (Variance @ Completion (VAC) = BAC - EACAC) = BAC - EACAC) = BAC - EACAC) = BAC - EACAC) = BAC - EAC

10. Scheduled V10. Scheduled V10. Scheduled V10. Scheduled V10. Scheduled Variance (SV) = BCWP - BCWS (negative is behind schedule)ariance (SV) = BCWP - BCWS (negative is behind schedule)ariance (SV) = BCWP - BCWS (negative is behind schedule)ariance (SV) = BCWP - BCWS (negative is behind schedule)ariance (SV) = BCWP - BCWS (negative is behind schedule)

11. SV % = (SV / BCWS) X 100 or [(BCWP - BCWS) / BCWS] X 10011. SV % = (SV / BCWS) X 100 or [(BCWP - BCWS) / BCWS] X 10011. SV % = (SV / BCWS) X 100 or [(BCWP - BCWS) / BCWS] X 10011. SV % = (SV / BCWS) X 100 or [(BCWP - BCWS) / BCWS] X 10011. SV % = (SV / BCWS) X 100 or [(BCWP - BCWS) / BCWS] X 100

12. BAC = Budget @ Completion or what job is supposed to cost or total budget.12. BAC = Budget @ Completion or what job is supposed to cost or total budget.12. BAC = Budget @ Completion or what job is supposed to cost or total budget.12. BAC = Budget @ Completion or what job is supposed to cost or total budget.12. BAC = Budget @ Completion or what job is supposed to cost or total budget.

13. Cost V13. Cost V13. Cost V13. Cost V13. Cost Variance = over rariance = over rariance = over rariance = over rariance = over run CV = BCWP-ACWPun CV = BCWP-ACWPun CV = BCWP-ACWPun CV = BCWP-ACWPun CV = BCWP-ACWP

14. CV % = [CV / BCWP] X10014. CV % = [CV / BCWP] X10014. CV % = [CV / BCWP] X10014. CV % = [CV / BCWP] X10014. CV % = [CV / BCWP] X100
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15. Per15. Per15. Per15. Per15. Percent Over (positive)/under(negative) = [(ACWP-BCWP) / BCWP] X 100cent Over (positive)/under(negative) = [(ACWP-BCWP) / BCWP] X 100cent Over (positive)/under(negative) = [(ACWP-BCWP) / BCWP] X 100cent Over (positive)/under(negative) = [(ACWP-BCWP) / BCWP] X 100cent Over (positive)/under(negative) = [(ACWP-BCWP) / BCWP] X 100

16. Pr16. Pr16. Pr16. Pr16. Process Analysis = Development of perocess Analysis = Development of perocess Analysis = Development of perocess Analysis = Development of perocess Analysis = Development of perforforforforformance indices = CPI & SPImance indices = CPI & SPImance indices = CPI & SPImance indices = CPI & SPImance indices = CPI & SPI

17. CPI = BCWP / ACWP (means that $1 spent will generate)17. CPI = BCWP / ACWP (means that $1 spent will generate)17. CPI = BCWP / ACWP (means that $1 spent will generate)17. CPI = BCWP / ACWP (means that $1 spent will generate)17. CPI = BCWP / ACWP (means that $1 spent will generate)

18. SPI = BCWP / BCWS (mor18. SPI = BCWP / BCWS (mor18. SPI = BCWP / BCWS (mor18. SPI = BCWP / BCWS (mor18. SPI = BCWP / BCWS (more than 1 is good)e than 1 is good)e than 1 is good)e than 1 is good)e than 1 is good)

19. Futur19. Futur19. Futur19. Futur19. Future Ve Ve Ve Ve Value (FV) = PV(1+r)alue (FV) = PV(1+r)alue (FV) = PV(1+r)alue (FV) = PV(1+r)alue (FV) = PV(1+r)nnnnn

20.  Discount rate (DR) = 1 divided by (1 + Inter20.  Discount rate (DR) = 1 divided by (1 + Inter20.  Discount rate (DR) = 1 divided by (1 + Inter20.  Discount rate (DR) = 1 divided by (1 + Inter20.  Discount rate (DR) = 1 divided by (1 + Interest)est)est)est)est)

21. Br21. Br21. Br21. Br21. Break Even = Fixed Cost divided by contribution mareak Even = Fixed Cost divided by contribution mareak Even = Fixed Cost divided by contribution mareak Even = Fixed Cost divided by contribution mareak Even = Fixed Cost divided by contribution margingingingingin

22. Or22. Or22. Or22. Or22. Order of Magnitude =-25% to +75%der of Magnitude =-25% to +75%der of Magnitude =-25% to +75%der of Magnitude =-25% to +75%der of Magnitude =-25% to +75%

23. Budget Estimate =-10% to +25%23. Budget Estimate =-10% to +25%23. Budget Estimate =-10% to +25%23. Budget Estimate =-10% to +25%23. Budget Estimate =-10% to +25%

24. Definitive Estimate =-5% to +10%24. Definitive Estimate =-5% to +10%24. Definitive Estimate =-5% to +10%24. Definitive Estimate =-5% to +10%24. Definitive Estimate =-5% to +10%

25. Simple Inter25. Simple Inter25. Simple Inter25. Simple Inter25. Simple Interest I = P x R x Test I = P x R x Test I = P x R x Test I = P x R x Test I = P x R x T

26. ROI = (Net income + inter26. ROI = (Net income + inter26. ROI = (Net income + inter26. ROI = (Net income + inter26. ROI = (Net income + interest expense) – Aest expense) – Aest expense) – Aest expense) – Aest expense) – Average Assetsverage Assetsverage Assetsverage Assetsverage Assets

27. Straight Line Depr27. Straight Line Depr27. Straight Line Depr27. Straight Line Depr27. Straight Line Depreciation = (asset-reciation = (asset-reciation = (asset-reciation = (asset-reciation = (asset-residual) divided by lifeesidual) divided by lifeesidual) divided by lifeesidual) divided by lifeesidual) divided by life

28. Life cycle cost = develop, pr28. Life cycle cost = develop, pr28. Life cycle cost = develop, pr28. Life cycle cost = develop, pr28. Life cycle cost = develop, procurocurocurocurocurement, and operations/maintenanceement, and operations/maintenanceement, and operations/maintenanceement, and operations/maintenanceement, and operations/maintenance

29. Material Cost = T29. Material Cost = T29. Material Cost = T29. Material Cost = T29. Material Cost = Transporransporransporransporransportation, storage, and shortation, storage, and shortation, storage, and shortation, storage, and shortation, storage, and shortagestagestagestagestages
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30. Cost estimating can best be described as the pr30. Cost estimating can best be described as the pr30. Cost estimating can best be described as the pr30. Cost estimating can best be described as the pr30. Cost estimating can best be described as the process of assembling and process of assembling and process of assembling and process of assembling and process of assembling and predicting costs of aedicting costs of aedicting costs of aedicting costs of aedicting costs of a
prprprprproject over its life cycle.oject over its life cycle.oject over its life cycle.oject over its life cycle.oject over its life cycle.

31. Cost for31. Cost for31. Cost for31. Cost for31. Cost forecasting can be best described as the precasting can be best described as the precasting can be best described as the precasting can be best described as the precasting can be best described as the process of developing the futurocess of developing the futurocess of developing the futurocess of developing the futurocess of developing the future tre tre tre tre trends along withends along withends along withends along withends along with
the assessment of prthe assessment of prthe assessment of prthe assessment of prthe assessment of probabilities, uncerobabilities, uncerobabilities, uncerobabilities, uncerobabilities, uncertainties, and inflation that could occur during the prtainties, and inflation that could occur during the prtainties, and inflation that could occur during the prtainties, and inflation that could occur during the prtainties, and inflation that could occur during the project.oject.oject.oject.oject.

32. Cost budgeting is the pr32. Cost budgeting is the pr32. Cost budgeting is the pr32. Cost budgeting is the pr32. Cost budgeting is the process of establishing budgets, standarocess of establishing budgets, standarocess of establishing budgets, standarocess of establishing budgets, standarocess of establishing budgets, standards, and a monitoring system byds, and a monitoring system byds, and a monitoring system byds, and a monitoring system byds, and a monitoring system by
which the investment cost of the prwhich the investment cost of the prwhich the investment cost of the prwhich the investment cost of the prwhich the investment cost of the project can be measuroject can be measuroject can be measuroject can be measuroject can be measured and managed.ed and managed.ed and managed.ed and managed.ed and managed.

33. Cost contr33. Cost contr33. Cost contr33. Cost contr33. Cost control is the prol is the prol is the prol is the prol is the process of gathering, accumulating, analyzing, monitoring, rocess of gathering, accumulating, analyzing, monitoring, rocess of gathering, accumulating, analyzing, monitoring, rocess of gathering, accumulating, analyzing, monitoring, rocess of gathering, accumulating, analyzing, monitoring, reporeporeporeporeporting andting andting andting andting and
managing the costs on an on-going basis.managing the costs on an on-going basis.managing the costs on an on-going basis.managing the costs on an on-going basis.managing the costs on an on-going basis.

34. The WBS purpose is to describe the total pr34. The WBS purpose is to describe the total pr34. The WBS purpose is to describe the total pr34. The WBS purpose is to describe the total pr34. The WBS purpose is to describe the total program as a summation of the subdivided elements ofogram as a summation of the subdivided elements ofogram as a summation of the subdivided elements ofogram as a summation of the subdivided elements ofogram as a summation of the subdivided elements of
the prthe prthe prthe prthe project.oject.oject.oject.oject.

35. Which type of cost estimate is the most accurate?  Definitive estimate.35. Which type of cost estimate is the most accurate?  Definitive estimate.35. Which type of cost estimate is the most accurate?  Definitive estimate.35. Which type of cost estimate is the most accurate?  Definitive estimate.35. Which type of cost estimate is the most accurate?  Definitive estimate.

36. What is an example of dir36. What is an example of dir36. What is an example of dir36. What is an example of dir36. What is an example of direct prect prect prect prect project cost?  Cost of project cost?  Cost of project cost?  Cost of project cost?  Cost of project cost?  Cost of project materials.oject materials.oject materials.oject materials.oject materials.

37. Which of the following is not a tradeof37. Which of the following is not a tradeof37. Which of the following is not a tradeof37. Which of the following is not a tradeof37. Which of the following is not a tradeoff decision that must be made in the development of thef decision that must be made in the development of thef decision that must be made in the development of thef decision that must be made in the development of thef decision that must be made in the development of the
prprprprproject plan?  The amount of project plan?  The amount of project plan?  The amount of project plan?  The amount of project plan?  The amount of profit vendors should make versus the profit vendors should make versus the profit vendors should make versus the profit vendors should make versus the profit vendors should make versus the profit other vendors have rofit other vendors have rofit other vendors have rofit other vendors have rofit other vendors have re-e-e-e-e-
ceived in the past.ceived in the past.ceived in the past.ceived in the past.ceived in the past.

38. Pr38. Pr38. Pr38. Pr38. Productivity is defined as the measuroductivity is defined as the measuroductivity is defined as the measuroductivity is defined as the measuroductivity is defined as the measurement of labor efement of labor efement of labor efement of labor efement of labor efficiency when comparficiency when comparficiency when comparficiency when comparficiency when compared to a baseline anded to a baseline anded to a baseline anded to a baseline anded to a baseline and
the measurthe measurthe measurthe measurthe measure of the efe of the efe of the efe of the efe of the effectiveness of equipment.fectiveness of equipment.fectiveness of equipment.fectiveness of equipment.fectiveness of equipment.

39. Key factors that gover39. Key factors that gover39. Key factors that gover39. Key factors that gover39. Key factors that govern how an estimate is prn how an estimate is prn how an estimate is prn how an estimate is prn how an estimate is prepareparepareparepared ared ared ared ared are:  end use of the estimate, tools avail-e:  end use of the estimate, tools avail-e:  end use of the estimate, tools avail-e:  end use of the estimate, tools avail-e:  end use of the estimate, tools avail-
able, time  available, and inforable, time  available, and inforable, time  available, and inforable, time  available, and inforable, time  available, and information available.mation available.mation available.mation available.mation available.
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40. The purpose of the contingency money in the cost estimate is to pr40. The purpose of the contingency money in the cost estimate is to pr40. The purpose of the contingency money in the cost estimate is to pr40. The purpose of the contingency money in the cost estimate is to pr40. The purpose of the contingency money in the cost estimate is to provide funds to cover the un-ovide funds to cover the un-ovide funds to cover the un-ovide funds to cover the un-ovide funds to cover the un-
cercercercercertainties in the estimate within the defined scope and schedule and to cover unfortainties in the estimate within the defined scope and schedule and to cover unfortainties in the estimate within the defined scope and schedule and to cover unfortainties in the estimate within the defined scope and schedule and to cover unfortainties in the estimate within the defined scope and schedule and to cover unforeseen naturaleseen naturaleseen naturaleseen naturaleseen natural
disasters.disasters.disasters.disasters.disasters.

41. The r41. The r41. The r41. The r41. The reason that cost management is so difeason that cost management is so difeason that cost management is so difeason that cost management is so difeason that cost management is so difficult is that many activities have never been done inficult is that many activities have never been done inficult is that many activities have never been done inficult is that many activities have never been done inficult is that many activities have never been done in
the same manner and under the same envirthe same manner and under the same envirthe same manner and under the same envirthe same manner and under the same envirthe same manner and under the same environment, or with the same pronment, or with the same pronment, or with the same pronment, or with the same pronment, or with the same project team members.oject team members.oject team members.oject team members.oject team members.

42. If the variable cost of pr42. If the variable cost of pr42. If the variable cost of pr42. If the variable cost of pr42. If the variable cost of producing a unit equals $100 per unit and all fixed costs aroducing a unit equals $100 per unit and all fixed costs aroducing a unit equals $100 per unit and all fixed costs aroducing a unit equals $100 per unit and all fixed costs aroducing a unit equals $100 per unit and all fixed costs are equal toe equal toe equal toe equal toe equal to
$2500, what is the cost of pr$2500, what is the cost of pr$2500, what is the cost of pr$2500, what is the cost of pr$2500, what is the cost of producing ten extra units?  $1,000.oducing ten extra units?  $1,000.oducing ten extra units?  $1,000.oducing ten extra units?  $1,000.oducing ten extra units?  $1,000.

43. The pr43. The pr43. The pr43. The pr43. The project manageroject manageroject manageroject manageroject manager’’’’’s rs rs rs rs responsibilities for Cost Management include:  evaluating the economicesponsibilities for Cost Management include:  evaluating the economicesponsibilities for Cost Management include:  evaluating the economicesponsibilities for Cost Management include:  evaluating the economicesponsibilities for Cost Management include:  evaluating the economic
feasibility of a prfeasibility of a prfeasibility of a prfeasibility of a prfeasibility of a project, establishing project, establishing project, establishing project, establishing project, establishing project budgets and cost tracking mechanisms, monitoring/man-oject budgets and cost tracking mechanisms, monitoring/man-oject budgets and cost tracking mechanisms, monitoring/man-oject budgets and cost tracking mechanisms, monitoring/man-oject budgets and cost tracking mechanisms, monitoring/man-
aging costs as the praging costs as the praging costs as the praging costs as the praging costs as the project project project project project progrogrogrogrogresses, and resses, and resses, and resses, and resses, and reporeporeporeporeporting the prting the prting the prting the prting the project’oject’oject’oject’oject’s actual cost pers actual cost pers actual cost pers actual cost pers actual cost perforforforforformance to man-mance to man-mance to man-mance to man-mance to man-
agement.agement.agement.agement.agement.

44. ROI is an economic evaluator that r44. ROI is an economic evaluator that r44. ROI is an economic evaluator that r44. ROI is an economic evaluator that r44. ROI is an economic evaluator that repreprepreprepresents value added to the sharesents value added to the sharesents value added to the sharesents value added to the sharesents value added to the shareholders’ wealth.eholders’ wealth.eholders’ wealth.eholders’ wealth.eholders’ wealth.

45. Know how to identify variable costs.45. Know how to identify variable costs.45. Know how to identify variable costs.45. Know how to identify variable costs.45. Know how to identify variable costs.

46. On what should the pr46. On what should the pr46. On what should the pr46. On what should the pr46. On what should the project budget be based?  Use the WBS to identify all project budget be based?  Use the WBS to identify all project budget be based?  Use the WBS to identify all project budget be based?  Use the WBS to identify all project budget be based?  Use the WBS to identify all project activities.oject activities.oject activities.oject activities.oject activities.
Obtain the expected value cost estimates prObtain the expected value cost estimates prObtain the expected value cost estimates prObtain the expected value cost estimates prObtain the expected value cost estimates provided by the functional managers, costs that can beovided by the functional managers, costs that can beovided by the functional managers, costs that can beovided by the functional managers, costs that can beovided by the functional managers, costs that can be
measurmeasurmeasurmeasurmeasured, tracked, and managed.  Use historical data fred, tracked, and managed.  Use historical data fred, tracked, and managed.  Use historical data fred, tracked, and managed.  Use historical data fred, tracked, and managed.  Use historical data from analogous prom analogous prom analogous prom analogous prom analogous projects.ojects.ojects.ojects.ojects.

47. Cost elements not typically found in a pr47. Cost elements not typically found in a pr47. Cost elements not typically found in a pr47. Cost elements not typically found in a pr47. Cost elements not typically found in a project’oject’oject’oject’oject’s budget include:  capital equipment deprs budget include:  capital equipment deprs budget include:  capital equipment deprs budget include:  capital equipment deprs budget include:  capital equipment depreciationeciationeciationeciationeciation
expenses.expenses.expenses.expenses.expenses.

48. A time phased budget is useful for deter48. A time phased budget is useful for deter48. A time phased budget is useful for deter48. A time phased budget is useful for deter48. A time phased budget is useful for determining if an activity will complete on time and meet itsmining if an activity will complete on time and meet itsmining if an activity will complete on time and meet itsmining if an activity will complete on time and meet itsmining if an activity will complete on time and meet its
budget.  It is also useful for deterbudget.  It is also useful for deterbudget.  It is also useful for deterbudget.  It is also useful for deterbudget.  It is also useful for determining if a prmining if a prmining if a prmining if a prmining if a project will complete on time and meet the budget.oject will complete on time and meet the budget.oject will complete on time and meet the budget.oject will complete on time and meet the budget.oject will complete on time and meet the budget.
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49. V49. V49. V49. V49. Variance analysis is used to interprariance analysis is used to interprariance analysis is used to interprariance analysis is used to interprariance analysis is used to interpret time phased budget/actual data.et time phased budget/actual data.et time phased budget/actual data.et time phased budget/actual data.et time phased budget/actual data.

50. Sunken costs ar50. Sunken costs ar50. Sunken costs ar50. Sunken costs ar50. Sunken costs are those costs alre those costs alre those costs alre those costs alre those costs already invested in the pready invested in the pready invested in the pready invested in the pready invested in the project that aroject that aroject that aroject that aroject that are not re not re not re not re not recoverable.  It is usu-ecoverable.  It is usu-ecoverable.  It is usu-ecoverable.  It is usu-ecoverable.  It is usu-
ally not rally not rally not rally not rally not relevant to making a financial decisions.elevant to making a financial decisions.elevant to making a financial decisions.elevant to making a financial decisions.elevant to making a financial decisions.

51. Accelerated for51. Accelerated for51. Accelerated for51. Accelerated for51. Accelerated forms of deprms of deprms of deprms of deprms of depreciation areciation areciation areciation areciation are double declining balance and sum of the years.e double declining balance and sum of the years.e double declining balance and sum of the years.e double declining balance and sum of the years.e double declining balance and sum of the years.

52. Cost management includes those pr52. Cost management includes those pr52. Cost management includes those pr52. Cost management includes those pr52. Cost management includes those processes that arocesses that arocesses that arocesses that arocesses that are re re re re requirequirequirequirequired to maintain financial contred to maintain financial contred to maintain financial contred to maintain financial contred to maintain financial control of aol of aol of aol of aol of a
prprprprproject’oject’oject’oject’oject’s: economic evaluation, cost estimating and cost fors: economic evaluation, cost estimating and cost fors: economic evaluation, cost estimating and cost fors: economic evaluation, cost estimating and cost fors: economic evaluation, cost estimating and cost forecasting.ecasting.ecasting.ecasting.ecasting.

53. The techniques that can be used to deter53. The techniques that can be used to deter53. The techniques that can be used to deter53. The techniques that can be used to deter53. The techniques that can be used to determine the total income of a prmine the total income of a prmine the total income of a prmine the total income of a prmine the total income of a project comparoject comparoject comparoject comparoject compared to the totaled to the totaled to the totaled to the totaled to the total
funds spent at any period in time arfunds spent at any period in time arfunds spent at any period in time arfunds spent at any period in time arfunds spent at any period in time are:  ROI, NPVe:  ROI, NPVe:  ROI, NPVe:  ROI, NPVe:  ROI, NPV, and Discounted cash flow, and Discounted cash flow, and Discounted cash flow, and Discounted cash flow, and Discounted cash flow.....

54. Life cycle costing includes all costs within the total life of a pr54. Life cycle costing includes all costs within the total life of a pr54. Life cycle costing includes all costs within the total life of a pr54. Life cycle costing includes all costs within the total life of a pr54. Life cycle costing includes all costs within the total life of a project.  These include:  develop-oject.  These include:  develop-oject.  These include:  develop-oject.  These include:  develop-oject.  These include:  develop-
ment, prment, prment, prment, prment, procurocurocurocurocurement and operation/maintenance.ement and operation/maintenance.ement and operation/maintenance.ement and operation/maintenance.ement and operation/maintenance.

55. Managerial r55. Managerial r55. Managerial r55. Managerial r55. Managerial reseresereseresereserves arves arves arves arves are funds that are funds that are funds that are funds that are funds that are allocated and maintained for contingency re allocated and maintained for contingency re allocated and maintained for contingency re allocated and maintained for contingency re allocated and maintained for contingency reasons.easons.easons.easons.easons.

56. Benefit cost analysis is used as a pr56. Benefit cost analysis is used as a pr56. Benefit cost analysis is used as a pr56. Benefit cost analysis is used as a pr56. Benefit cost analysis is used as a project selection technique and to decide whether to end aoject selection technique and to decide whether to end aoject selection technique and to decide whether to end aoject selection technique and to decide whether to end aoject selection technique and to decide whether to end a
prprprprproject or continue with it.oject or continue with it.oject or continue with it.oject or continue with it.oject or continue with it.

57. Pr57. Pr57. Pr57. Pr57. Present value = the value in teresent value = the value in teresent value = the value in teresent value = the value in teresent value = the value in terms of today’ms of today’ms of today’ms of today’ms of today’s futurs futurs futurs futurs future cash flows.e cash flows.e cash flows.e cash flows.e cash flows.

58. Parametric costs = using a statistical model to assist in pr58. Parametric costs = using a statistical model to assist in pr58. Parametric costs = using a statistical model to assist in pr58. Parametric costs = using a statistical model to assist in pr58. Parametric costs = using a statistical model to assist in preparing cost estimates.eparing cost estimates.eparing cost estimates.eparing cost estimates.eparing cost estimates.

59. Cost management must look at futur59. Cost management must look at futur59. Cost management must look at futur59. Cost management must look at futur59. Cost management must look at future cost pre cost pre cost pre cost pre cost projections, and the controjections, and the controjections, and the controjections, and the controjections, and the controls exerols exerols exerols exerols exercised over the esti-cised over the esti-cised over the esti-cised over the esti-cised over the esti-
mates. Thermates. Thermates. Thermates. Thermates. There are are are are are thre thre thre thre three difee difee difee difee differferferferferent cost estimates:  Orent cost estimates:  Orent cost estimates:  Orent cost estimates:  Orent cost estimates:  Order of Magnitude, budgetarder of Magnitude, budgetarder of Magnitude, budgetarder of Magnitude, budgetarder of Magnitude, budgetaryyyyy, and definitive, in, and definitive, in, and definitive, in, and definitive, in, and definitive, in
the orthe orthe orthe orthe order of incrder of incrder of incrder of incrder of increasing accuracyeasing accuracyeasing accuracyeasing accuracyeasing accuracy.....
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60. The r60. The r60. The r60. The r60. The reseresereseresereserve for cost variances frve for cost variances frve for cost variances frve for cost variances frve for cost variances from the plan due to inaccurate estimates or pricing and costom the plan due to inaccurate estimates or pricing and costom the plan due to inaccurate estimates or pricing and costom the plan due to inaccurate estimates or pricing and costom the plan due to inaccurate estimates or pricing and cost
overoveroveroveroverrrrrruns is handled fruns is handled fruns is handled fruns is handled fruns is handled from the management rom the management rom the management rom the management rom the management reseresereseresereserve.ve.ve.ve.ve.

61. The r61. The r61. The r61. The r61. The reseresereseresereserve to accommodate costs for prve to accommodate costs for prve to accommodate costs for prve to accommodate costs for prve to accommodate costs for project work that weroject work that weroject work that weroject work that weroject work that were not included in the plan thre not included in the plan thre not included in the plan thre not included in the plan thre not included in the plan throughoughoughoughough
erererererrrrrror or oversight is the contingency allowance.or or oversight is the contingency allowance.or or oversight is the contingency allowance.or or oversight is the contingency allowance.or or oversight is the contingency allowance.

62. A cost contr62. A cost contr62. A cost contr62. A cost contr62. A cost control system is established by matching the needs to the work packages.  The dirol system is established by matching the needs to the work packages.  The dirol system is established by matching the needs to the work packages.  The dirol system is established by matching the needs to the work packages.  The dirol system is established by matching the needs to the work packages.  The directectectectect
mapping of the work packages is accomplished via the establishing a Code of Accounts.mapping of the work packages is accomplished via the establishing a Code of Accounts.mapping of the work packages is accomplished via the establishing a Code of Accounts.mapping of the work packages is accomplished via the establishing a Code of Accounts.mapping of the work packages is accomplished via the establishing a Code of Accounts.

63. As the pr63. As the pr63. As the pr63. As the pr63. As the project nears completion and no laroject nears completion and no laroject nears completion and no laroject nears completion and no laroject nears completion and no large expenditurge expenditurge expenditurge expenditurge expenditures have been spent, the res have been spent, the res have been spent, the res have been spent, the res have been spent, the remaining con-emaining con-emaining con-emaining con-emaining con-
tingency allowance dollars should be rtingency allowance dollars should be rtingency allowance dollars should be rtingency allowance dollars should be rtingency allowance dollars should be reduced to a pereduced to a pereduced to a pereduced to a pereduced to a percentage of the rcentage of the rcentage of the rcentage of the rcentage of the remaining work.emaining work.emaining work.emaining work.emaining work.

64. Historical r64. Historical r64. Historical r64. Historical r64. Historical recorecorecorecorecords is the best sourds is the best sourds is the best sourds is the best sourds is the best source of prce of prce of prce of prce of project inforoject inforoject inforoject inforoject information for costs, planning, etc.mation for costs, planning, etc.mation for costs, planning, etc.mation for costs, planning, etc.mation for costs, planning, etc.

65. In the ear65. In the ear65. In the ear65. In the ear65. In the earned value system, the status of the prned value system, the status of the prned value system, the status of the prned value system, the status of the prned value system, the status of the project is roject is roject is roject is roject is reporeporeporeporeported as BCWS = 100, ACWP = 110,ted as BCWS = 100, ACWP = 110,ted as BCWS = 100, ACWP = 110,ted as BCWS = 100, ACWP = 110,ted as BCWS = 100, ACWP = 110,
BCWP = 95.  The prBCWP = 95.  The prBCWP = 95.  The prBCWP = 95.  The prBCWP = 95.  The project is “behind schedule and overspent”.oject is “behind schedule and overspent”.oject is “behind schedule and overspent”.oject is “behind schedule and overspent”.oject is “behind schedule and overspent”.

66. The tool that best facilitates the pricing of a pr66. The tool that best facilitates the pricing of a pr66. The tool that best facilitates the pricing of a pr66. The tool that best facilitates the pricing of a pr66. The tool that best facilitates the pricing of a project by a stroject by a stroject by a stroject by a stroject by a structuructuructuructuructured decomposition of the totaled decomposition of the totaled decomposition of the totaled decomposition of the totaled decomposition of the total
into individual elements of laborinto individual elements of laborinto individual elements of laborinto individual elements of laborinto individual elements of labor, material and equipment is the WBS., material and equipment is the WBS., material and equipment is the WBS., material and equipment is the WBS., material and equipment is the WBS.

67. The pr67. The pr67. The pr67. The pr67. The project manager has the best controject manager has the best controject manager has the best controject manager has the best controject manager has the best control of costs such as:  laborol of costs such as:  laborol of costs such as:  laborol of costs such as:  laborol of costs such as:  labor, materials, and equipment., materials, and equipment., materials, and equipment., materials, and equipment., materials, and equipment.

68. A method of encouraging early payment of invoices is to of68. A method of encouraging early payment of invoices is to of68. A method of encouraging early payment of invoices is to of68. A method of encouraging early payment of invoices is to of68. A method of encouraging early payment of invoices is to offer a discount for payment within afer a discount for payment within afer a discount for payment within afer a discount for payment within afer a discount for payment within a
few days.  The method “2 / 10, net 30” means that if the invoice is paid within ten days, therfew days.  The method “2 / 10, net 30” means that if the invoice is paid within ten days, therfew days.  The method “2 / 10, net 30” means that if the invoice is paid within ten days, therfew days.  The method “2 / 10, net 30” means that if the invoice is paid within ten days, therfew days.  The method “2 / 10, net 30” means that if the invoice is paid within ten days, there is ae is ae is ae is ae is a
two pertwo pertwo pertwo pertwo percent discount, if not, pay the invoice in full within 30 days.  A $1,000 invoice if paid withincent discount, if not, pay the invoice in full within 30 days.  A $1,000 invoice if paid withincent discount, if not, pay the invoice in full within 30 days.  A $1,000 invoice if paid withincent discount, if not, pay the invoice in full within 30 days.  A $1,000 invoice if paid withincent discount, if not, pay the invoice in full within 30 days.  A $1,000 invoice if paid within
ten days, would save the payee $20.ten days, would save the payee $20.ten days, would save the payee $20.ten days, would save the payee $20.ten days, would save the payee $20.
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69. A financial audit is used to deter69. A financial audit is used to deter69. A financial audit is used to deter69. A financial audit is used to deter69. A financial audit is used to determine if a prmine if a prmine if a prmine if a prmine if a project is viable.  A computer system is not an aroject is viable.  A computer system is not an aroject is viable.  A computer system is not an aroject is viable.  A computer system is not an aroject is viable.  A computer system is not an areaeaeaeaea
that would be audited.  The first audit is conducted at the end of the planning phase.that would be audited.  The first audit is conducted at the end of the planning phase.that would be audited.  The first audit is conducted at the end of the planning phase.that would be audited.  The first audit is conducted at the end of the planning phase.that would be audited.  The first audit is conducted at the end of the planning phase.

70. Cost incr70. Cost incr70. Cost incr70. Cost incr70. Cost increases areases areases areases areases are an impore an impore an impore an impore an important aspect of budgeting.  The artant aspect of budgeting.  The artant aspect of budgeting.  The artant aspect of budgeting.  The artant aspect of budgeting.  The areas that usually have budgeteas that usually have budgeteas that usually have budgeteas that usually have budgeteas that usually have budget
escalation’escalation’escalation’escalation’escalation’s ars ars ars ars are:  labor rates, materials, and intere:  labor rates, materials, and intere:  labor rates, materials, and intere:  labor rates, materials, and intere:  labor rates, materials, and interest rates.est rates.est rates.est rates.est rates.

71. Know and understand the cumulative cost cur71. Know and understand the cumulative cost cur71. Know and understand the cumulative cost cur71. Know and understand the cumulative cost cur71. Know and understand the cumulative cost curve.ve.ve.ve.ve.

72. V72. V72. V72. V72. Variance = Planned - Actualsariance = Planned - Actualsariance = Planned - Actualsariance = Planned - Actualsariance = Planned - Actuals

73. Oppor73. Oppor73. Oppor73. Oppor73. Opportunity costs = costs of not pursuing a course of action.tunity costs = costs of not pursuing a course of action.tunity costs = costs of not pursuing a course of action.tunity costs = costs of not pursuing a course of action.tunity costs = costs of not pursuing a course of action.

74. Contr74. Contr74. Contr74. Contr74. Control is the prol is the prol is the prol is the prol is the process wherocess wherocess wherocess wherocess whereby the preby the preby the preby the preby the project manager deteroject manager deteroject manager deteroject manager deteroject manager determines the degrmines the degrmines the degrmines the degrmines the degree to which the pree to which the pree to which the pree to which the pree to which the projectojectojectojectoject
plan is being met with a focus on schedule, budget, and rplan is being met with a focus on schedule, budget, and rplan is being met with a focus on schedule, budget, and rplan is being met with a focus on schedule, budget, and rplan is being met with a focus on schedule, budget, and resouresouresouresouresources.  In rces.  In rces.  In rces.  In rces.  In realityealityealityealityeality, managing the specifi-, managing the specifi-, managing the specifi-, managing the specifi-, managing the specifi-
cations, prcations, prcations, prcations, prcations, project variances, and customer satisfaction.oject variances, and customer satisfaction.oject variances, and customer satisfaction.oject variances, and customer satisfaction.oject variances, and customer satisfaction.
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Cost Formulas Quick Reference Sheet

1. Simple Inter1. Simple Inter1. Simple Inter1. Simple Inter1. Simple Interest Rate Calculations: Interest Rate Calculations: Interest Rate Calculations: Interest Rate Calculations: Interest Rate Calculations: Interest = Principal X Rate X Test = Principal X Rate X Test = Principal X Rate X Test = Principal X Rate X Test = Principal X Rate X Timeimeimeimeime

2. Compound Inter2. Compound Inter2. Compound Inter2. Compound Inter2. Compound Interest Rate Calculations: Futurest Rate Calculations: Futurest Rate Calculations: Futurest Rate Calculations: Futurest Rate Calculations: Future Ve Ve Ve Ve Value = Deposit (1 + rate)alue = Deposit (1 + rate)alue = Deposit (1 + rate)alue = Deposit (1 + rate)alue = Deposit (1 + rate) n  n  n  n  n wherwherwherwherwhere n is the # of timee n is the # of timee n is the # of timee n is the # of timee n is the # of time
periods.periods.periods.periods.periods.

3. Pr3. Pr3. Pr3. Pr3. Present Vesent Vesent Vesent Vesent Value:PV = FV / (1 + r)alue:PV = FV / (1 + r)alue:PV = FV / (1 + r)alue:PV = FV / (1 + r)alue:PV = FV / (1 + r)nnnnn

                                               Asset V                                               Asset V                                               Asset V                                               Asset V                                               Asset Value When Puralue When Puralue When Puralue When Puralue When Purchased - Salvage Vchased - Salvage Vchased - Salvage Vchased - Salvage Vchased - Salvage Valuealuealuealuealue

Annual DeprAnnual DeprAnnual DeprAnnual DeprAnnual Depreciationeciationeciationeciationeciation =       ———————————=       ———————————=       ———————————=       ———————————=       ———————————

                                                T                                                T                                                T                                                T                                                Total Number of Deprotal Number of Deprotal Number of Deprotal Number of Deprotal Number of Depreciation Periodseciation Periodseciation Periodseciation Periodseciation Periods

5. Straight Line Depr5. Straight Line Depr5. Straight Line Depr5. Straight Line Depr5. Straight Line Depreciation:  Use Foreciation:  Use Foreciation:  Use Foreciation:  Use Foreciation:  Use Formula #4 above to calculate annual deprmula #4 above to calculate annual deprmula #4 above to calculate annual deprmula #4 above to calculate annual deprmula #4 above to calculate annual depreciation rate, applyeciation rate, applyeciation rate, applyeciation rate, applyeciation rate, apply
this same annual deprthis same annual deprthis same annual deprthis same annual deprthis same annual depreciation rate equally for number of years freciation rate equally for number of years freciation rate equally for number of years freciation rate equally for number of years freciation rate equally for number of years from the asset’om the asset’om the asset’om the asset’om the asset’s value until the Sal-s value until the Sal-s value until the Sal-s value until the Sal-s value until the Sal-
vage Vvage Vvage Vvage Vvage Value is ralue is ralue is ralue is ralue is reached.eached.eached.eached.eached.

6. Double Declining Balance:  Utilized as twice the rate of the Straight Line Depr6. Double Declining Balance:  Utilized as twice the rate of the Straight Line Depr6. Double Declining Balance:  Utilized as twice the rate of the Straight Line Depr6. Double Declining Balance:  Utilized as twice the rate of the Straight Line Depr6. Double Declining Balance:  Utilized as twice the rate of the Straight Line Depreciation methodeciation methodeciation methodeciation methodeciation method
and apply as in the Straight Line Deprand apply as in the Straight Line Deprand apply as in the Straight Line Deprand apply as in the Straight Line Deprand apply as in the Straight Line Depreciation method.eciation method.eciation method.eciation method.eciation method.
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7. Sum of the Y7. Sum of the Y7. Sum of the Y7. Sum of the Y7. Sum of the Years Deprears Deprears Deprears Deprears Depreciation:  Add the number of years for the life expectancyeciation:  Add the number of years for the life expectancyeciation:  Add the number of years for the life expectancyeciation:  Add the number of years for the life expectancyeciation:  Add the number of years for the life expectancy, e.g., if 3 years 3, e.g., if 3 years 3, e.g., if 3 years 3, e.g., if 3 years 3, e.g., if 3 years 3
+ 2 + 1 = 6.  Use this sum, 6, as the denominator and each year 3, 2, and 1 as the numerator+ 2 + 1 = 6.  Use this sum, 6, as the denominator and each year 3, 2, and 1 as the numerator+ 2 + 1 = 6.  Use this sum, 6, as the denominator and each year 3, 2, and 1 as the numerator+ 2 + 1 = 6.  Use this sum, 6, as the denominator and each year 3, 2, and 1 as the numerator+ 2 + 1 = 6.  Use this sum, 6, as the denominator and each year 3, 2, and 1 as the numerator.  Mul-.  Mul-.  Mul-.  Mul-.  Mul-
tiply this value times the asset’tiply this value times the asset’tiply this value times the asset’tiply this value times the asset’tiply this value times the asset’s value, e.g., in year 1, 3/6 X asset’s value, e.g., in year 1, 3/6 X asset’s value, e.g., in year 1, 3/6 X asset’s value, e.g., in year 1, 3/6 X asset’s value, e.g., in year 1, 3/6 X asset’s value.  Repeat the prs value.  Repeat the prs value.  Repeat the prs value.  Repeat the prs value.  Repeat the procedurocedurocedurocedurocedureeeee
using the next fraction of 2/6 X the same asset value.  Reiterate until the last year for deprusing the next fraction of 2/6 X the same asset value.  Reiterate until the last year for deprusing the next fraction of 2/6 X the same asset value.  Reiterate until the last year for deprusing the next fraction of 2/6 X the same asset value.  Reiterate until the last year for deprusing the next fraction of 2/6 X the same asset value.  Reiterate until the last year for depreciationeciationeciationeciationeciation
is used.  Subtract the accumulated sum of the calculated years of depris used.  Subtract the accumulated sum of the calculated years of depris used.  Subtract the accumulated sum of the calculated years of depris used.  Subtract the accumulated sum of the calculated years of depris used.  Subtract the accumulated sum of the calculated years of depreciation freciation freciation freciation freciation from the total initialom the total initialom the total initialom the total initialom the total initial
asset’asset’asset’asset’asset’s value to obtain the Salvage Vs value to obtain the Salvage Vs value to obtain the Salvage Vs value to obtain the Salvage Vs value to obtain the Salvage Value.alue.alue.alue.alue.

8. Budget Cost of W8. Budget Cost of W8. Budget Cost of W8. Budget Cost of W8. Budget Cost of Work Scheduled (BCWS)ork Scheduled (BCWS)ork Scheduled (BCWS)ork Scheduled (BCWS)ork Scheduled (BCWS)

9. Actual Cost of W9. Actual Cost of W9. Actual Cost of W9. Actual Cost of W9. Actual Cost of Work Perork Perork Perork Perork Perforforforforformed (ACWP)med (ACWP)med (ACWP)med (ACWP)med (ACWP)

10. Budgeted Cost of W10. Budgeted Cost of W10. Budgeted Cost of W10. Budgeted Cost of W10. Budgeted Cost of Work Perork Perork Perork Perork Perforforforforformed (BCWP) =  Earmed (BCWP) =  Earmed (BCWP) =  Earmed (BCWP) =  Earmed (BCWP) =  Earned Vned Vned Vned Vned Valuealuealuealuealue

11. Cost V11. Cost V11. Cost V11. Cost V11. Cost Variance (CV) = BCWP - ACWPariance (CV) = BCWP - ACWPariance (CV) = BCWP - ACWPariance (CV) = BCWP - ACWPariance (CV) = BCWP - ACWP

12. Schedule V12. Schedule V12. Schedule V12. Schedule V12. Schedule Variance (SV) = BCWP - BCWSariance (SV) = BCWP - BCWSariance (SV) = BCWP - BCWSariance (SV) = BCWP - BCWSariance (SV) = BCWP - BCWS

13. SV% = (SV/BCWS) X 100 or [(BCWP - BCWS)/BCWS] X 10013. SV% = (SV/BCWS) X 100 or [(BCWP - BCWS)/BCWS] X 10013. SV% = (SV/BCWS) X 100 or [(BCWP - BCWS)/BCWS] X 10013. SV% = (SV/BCWS) X 100 or [(BCWP - BCWS)/BCWS] X 10013. SV% = (SV/BCWS) X 100 or [(BCWP - BCWS)/BCWS] X 100

14. CV% = (CV/BCWP) X 100 or [(BCWP - ACWP)/ BCWP] X 10014. CV% = (CV/BCWP) X 100 or [(BCWP - ACWP)/ BCWP] X 10014. CV% = (CV/BCWP) X 100 or [(BCWP - ACWP)/ BCWP] X 10014. CV% = (CV/BCWP) X 100 or [(BCWP - ACWP)/ BCWP] X 10014. CV% = (CV/BCWP) X 100 or [(BCWP - ACWP)/ BCWP] X 100

15. Cost Per15. Cost Per15. Cost Per15. Cost Per15. Cost Perforforforforformance Index (CPI) = BCWP / ACWPmance Index (CPI) = BCWP / ACWPmance Index (CPI) = BCWP / ACWPmance Index (CPI) = BCWP / ACWPmance Index (CPI) = BCWP / ACWP

16. Schedule Per16. Schedule Per16. Schedule Per16. Schedule Per16. Schedule Perforforforforformance Index (SPI) = BCWP / BCWSmance Index (SPI) = BCWP / BCWSmance Index (SPI) = BCWP / BCWSmance Index (SPI) = BCWP / BCWSmance Index (SPI) = BCWP / BCWS

17. Budgeted at Completion (BAC) = å of All the Budgets (BCWS)17. Budgeted at Completion (BAC) = å of All the Budgets (BCWS)17. Budgeted at Completion (BAC) = å of All the Budgets (BCWS)17. Budgeted at Completion (BAC) = å of All the Budgets (BCWS)17. Budgeted at Completion (BAC) = å of All the Budgets (BCWS)

18. Estimate at Completion (EAC) = [(ACWP/BCWP) X BAC]18. Estimate at Completion (EAC) = [(ACWP/BCWP) X BAC]18. Estimate at Completion (EAC) = [(ACWP/BCWP) X BAC]18. Estimate at Completion (EAC) = [(ACWP/BCWP) X BAC]18. Estimate at Completion (EAC) = [(ACWP/BCWP) X BAC]
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19. V19. V19. V19. V19. Variance at Completion (Variance at Completion (Variance at Completion (Variance at Completion (Variance at Completion (VAC) = BAC – EACAC) = BAC – EACAC) = BAC – EACAC) = BAC – EACAC) = BAC – EAC

20. Ear20. Ear20. Ear20. Ear20. Earned value questions ned value questions ned value questions ned value questions ned value questions 9696969696-----

(Dr(Dr(Dr(Dr(Dr. Har. Har. Har. Har. Harold Kerold Kerold Kerold Kerold Kerznerznerznerznerzner, , , , , PrPrPrPrProject Management,oject Management,oject Management,oject Management,oject Management,     A Systems ApprA Systems ApprA Systems ApprA Systems ApprA Systems Approach to Planning, Scheduling, and Con-oach to Planning, Scheduling, and Con-oach to Planning, Scheduling, and Con-oach to Planning, Scheduling, and Con-oach to Planning, Scheduling, and Con-
trtrtrtrtrollingollingollingollingolling, Fifth Edition, V, Fifth Edition, V, Fifth Edition, V, Fifth Edition, V, Fifth Edition, Van Nostrand Reinhold Publishing, New Yan Nostrand Reinhold Publishing, New Yan Nostrand Reinhold Publishing, New Yan Nostrand Reinhold Publishing, New Yan Nostrand Reinhold Publishing, New York, 1995, pp. 811-812.)ork, 1995, pp. 811-812.)ork, 1995, pp. 811-812.)ork, 1995, pp. 811-812.)ork, 1995, pp. 811-812.)

Heuristic factors about Schedule VHeuristic factors about Schedule VHeuristic factors about Schedule VHeuristic factors about Schedule VHeuristic factors about Schedule Variance (SV) and Cost Variance (SV) and Cost Variance (SV) and Cost Variance (SV) and Cost Variance (SV) and Cost Variance (CV) arariance (CV) arariance (CV) arariance (CV) arariance (CV) are:e:e:e:e:
If the CV is positive and the SV is negative, either the task has not started or it has started and not enough resources have been applied.

If the CV is negative and the SV is negative the costs are overrun and the schedule is slipping.

If the CV is negative and the SV is positive, this indicates that money was spent to crash the schedule.

If the CV is positive and the SV is positive the project is under budget and ahead of schedule.
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QUALITY ASSURANCE

1. Cost of Quality = Management’1. Cost of Quality = Management’1. Cost of Quality = Management’1. Cost of Quality = Management’1. Cost of Quality = Management’s Responsibilitys Responsibilitys Responsibilitys Responsibilitys Responsibility.....

2. Nor2. Nor2. Nor2. Nor2. Normal Distribution = Bell Curmal Distribution = Bell Curmal Distribution = Bell Curmal Distribution = Bell Curmal Distribution = Bell Curveveveveve

3. One Standar3. One Standar3. One Standar3. One Standar3. One Standard Deviation = 68.3% of populationd Deviation = 68.3% of populationd Deviation = 68.3% of populationd Deviation = 68.3% of populationd Deviation = 68.3% of population

4. T4. T4. T4. T4. Two Standarwo Standarwo Standarwo Standarwo Standard Deviations = 95.5% of populationd Deviations = 95.5% of populationd Deviations = 95.5% of populationd Deviations = 95.5% of populationd Deviations = 95.5% of population

5. Thr5. Thr5. Thr5. Thr5. Three Standaree Standaree Standaree Standaree Standard Deviations = 99.7% of populationd Deviations = 99.7% of populationd Deviations = 99.7% of populationd Deviations = 99.7% of populationd Deviations = 99.7% of population

6. Rule of 7=1.56% pr6. Rule of 7=1.56% pr6. Rule of 7=1.56% pr6. Rule of 7=1.56% pr6. Rule of 7=1.56% probabilityobabilityobabilityobabilityobability

7. Cost of Confor7. Cost of Confor7. Cost of Confor7. Cost of Confor7. Cost of Conformance (prmance (prmance (prmance (prmance (proactive)= Planning + Toactive)= Planning + Toactive)= Planning + Toactive)= Planning + Toactive)= Planning + Training + Contrraining + Contrraining + Contrraining + Contrraining + Control + Vol + Vol + Vol + Vol + Validation + Talidation + Talidation + Talidation + Talidation + Tests + Audits.ests + Audits.ests + Audits.ests + Audits.ests + Audits.

8. Cost of Confor8. Cost of Confor8. Cost of Confor8. Cost of Confor8. Cost of Conformance is cost of conformance is cost of conformance is cost of conformance is cost of conformance is cost of conforming to specifications.ming to specifications.ming to specifications.ming to specifications.ming to specifications.

9. Cost of Non-confor9. Cost of Non-confor9. Cost of Non-confor9. Cost of Non-confor9. Cost of Non-conformance(failurmance(failurmance(failurmance(failurmance(failure)= Scrap, Rework, Additional work, We)= Scrap, Rework, Additional work, We)= Scrap, Rework, Additional work, We)= Scrap, Rework, Additional work, We)= Scrap, Rework, Additional work, Warararararrantyrantyrantyrantyranty, Complaint Han-, Complaint Han-, Complaint Han-, Complaint Han-, Complaint Han-
dling, Prdling, Prdling, Prdling, Prdling, Product roduct roduct roduct roduct recall, Expediting.ecall, Expediting.ecall, Expediting.ecall, Expediting.ecall, Expediting.

10. Reliability = primar10. Reliability = primar10. Reliability = primar10. Reliability = primar10. Reliability = primary measury measury measury measury measure is mean time between failure is mean time between failure is mean time between failure is mean time between failure is mean time between failureseseseses

11. Quality cost for a pr11. Quality cost for a pr11. Quality cost for a pr11. Quality cost for a pr11. Quality cost for a project = 3% to 5% of project = 3% to 5% of project = 3% to 5% of project = 3% to 5% of project = 3% to 5% of project’oject’oject’oject’oject’s total value & nonconfors total value & nonconfors total value & nonconfors total value & nonconfors total value & nonconformance cost 12-20% ofmance cost 12-20% ofmance cost 12-20% ofmance cost 12-20% ofmance cost 12-20% of
prprprprproject’oject’oject’oject’oject’s total value (Sours total value (Sours total value (Sours total value (Sours total value (Source =  Irce =  Irce =  Irce =  Irce =  Ireland)eland)eland)eland)eland)

12. Quality Contr12. Quality Contr12. Quality Contr12. Quality Contr12. Quality Control = Established Base line measurol = Established Base line measurol = Established Base line measurol = Established Base line measurol = Established Base line measures confores confores confores confores conformance against base line.mance against base line.mance against base line.mance against base line.mance against base line.

13. V13. V13. V13. V13. Variance = measurable in incrariance = measurable in incrariance = measurable in incrariance = measurable in incrariance = measurable in incrementsementsementsementsements
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14. V14. V14. V14. V14. Variance = Standarariance = Standarariance = Standarariance = Standarariance = Standard Deviation squard Deviation squard Deviation squard Deviation squard Deviation squared:  also called Kured:  also called Kured:  also called Kured:  also called Kured:  also called Kurtosistosistosistosistosis

15. Attribute = Go/No Go decision15. Attribute = Go/No Go decision15. Attribute = Go/No Go decision15. Attribute = Go/No Go decision15. Attribute = Go/No Go decision

16. Pr16. Pr16. Pr16. Pr16. Probability = Chance it will happenobability = Chance it will happenobability = Chance it will happenobability = Chance it will happenobability = Chance it will happen

17. Uncer17. Uncer17. Uncer17. Uncer17. Uncertainty = prtainty = prtainty = prtainty = prtainty = probability not knownobability not knownobability not knownobability not knownobability not known

18. UCL (upper contr18. UCL (upper contr18. UCL (upper contr18. UCL (upper contr18. UCL (upper control limit) = mean LCL (lower control limit) = mean LCL (lower control limit) = mean LCL (lower control limit) = mean LCL (lower control limit) = mean LCL (lower control limit) + Standarol limit) + Standarol limit) + Standarol limit) + Standarol limit) + Standard Deviation  = Mean -d Deviation  = Mean -d Deviation  = Mean -d Deviation  = Mean -d Deviation  = Mean -
StandarStandarStandarStandarStandard Deviation.d Deviation.d Deviation.d Deviation.d Deviation.

19. Zer19. Zer19. Zer19. Zer19. Zero Defects = Standaro Defects = Standaro Defects = Standaro Defects = Standaro Defects = Standard + communicated + communicated + communicated + communicated + communicate

20. Befor20. Befor20. Befor20. Befor20. Before quality was emphasized, 20 to 30 thousand per million defects now it is 20 to 50 re quality was emphasized, 20 to 30 thousand per million defects now it is 20 to 50 re quality was emphasized, 20 to 30 thousand per million defects now it is 20 to 50 re quality was emphasized, 20 to 30 thousand per million defects now it is 20 to 50 re quality was emphasized, 20 to 30 thousand per million defects now it is 20 to 50 rejectsejectsejectsejectsejects
per million or less.per million or less.per million or less.per million or less.per million or less.

21. Quality = Confor21. Quality = Confor21. Quality = Confor21. Quality = Confor21. Quality = Conformance to rmance to rmance to rmance to rmance to requirequirequirequirequirements or specifications.ements or specifications.ements or specifications.ements or specifications.ements or specifications.

22. Cost of Quality = Nonconfor22. Cost of Quality = Nonconfor22. Cost of Quality = Nonconfor22. Cost of Quality = Nonconfor22. Cost of Quality = Nonconformance to specifications.mance to specifications.mance to specifications.mance to specifications.mance to specifications.

23. Statistical Pr23. Statistical Pr23. Statistical Pr23. Statistical Pr23. Statistical Process Controcess Controcess Controcess Controcess Control’ol’ol’ol’ol’s main tool is contrs main tool is contrs main tool is contrs main tool is contrs main tool is control charol charol charol charol charts.ts.ts.ts.ts.

24. Regr24. Regr24. Regr24. Regr24. Regression analysis = function in foression analysis = function in foression analysis = function in foression analysis = function in foression analysis = function in formmmmm

25. Cor25. Cor25. Cor25. Cor25. Corrrrrrelation analysis = strelation analysis = strelation analysis = strelation analysis = strelation analysis = strength, dirength, dirength, dirength, dirength, direction, and forection, and forection, and forection, and forection, and form.m.m.m.m.

26. Sample size incr26. Sample size incr26. Sample size incr26. Sample size incr26. Sample size increase will decrease will decrease will decrease will decrease will decrease the contrease the contrease the contrease the contrease the control band.ol band.ol band.ol band.ol band.

27. Customer expects pr27. Customer expects pr27. Customer expects pr27. Customer expects pr27. Customer expects producibilityoducibilityoducibilityoducibilityoducibility, usability, usability, usability, usability, usability, r, r, r, r, reliabilityeliabilityeliabilityeliabilityeliability, availability, availability, availability, availability, availability, maintainability, maintainability, maintainability, maintainability, maintainability, flexibility, flexibility, flexibility, flexibility, flexibility,,,,,
social acceptabilitysocial acceptabilitysocial acceptabilitysocial acceptabilitysocial acceptability, operability, operability, operability, operability, operability, and af, and af, and af, and af, and afforforforforfordabilitydabilitydabilitydabilitydability.....
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TIME

1. Expected Mean V1. Expected Mean V1. Expected Mean V1. Expected Mean V1. Expected Mean Value =[optimistic + (4 x most likely) + pessimistic] / 6alue =[optimistic + (4 x most likely) + pessimistic] / 6alue =[optimistic + (4 x most likely) + pessimistic] / 6alue =[optimistic + (4 x most likely) + pessimistic] / 6alue =[optimistic + (4 x most likely) + pessimistic] / 6

2. Resour2. Resour2. Resour2. Resour2. Resource Leveling = use rce Leveling = use rce Leveling = use rce Leveling = use rce Leveling = use resouresouresouresouresources efces efces efces efces effectivelyfectivelyfectivelyfectivelyfectively, however will nor, however will nor, however will nor, however will nor, however will normally change the critical pathmally change the critical pathmally change the critical pathmally change the critical pathmally change the critical path
and will lengthen the prand will lengthen the prand will lengthen the prand will lengthen the prand will lengthen the project’oject’oject’oject’oject’s duration.s duration.s duration.s duration.s duration.

3. Standar3. Standar3. Standar3. Standar3. Standard Deviation =(Pessimistic Estimate - Optimistic Estimate) / 6d Deviation =(Pessimistic Estimate - Optimistic Estimate) / 6d Deviation =(Pessimistic Estimate - Optimistic Estimate) / 6d Deviation =(Pessimistic Estimate - Optimistic Estimate) / 6d Deviation =(Pessimistic Estimate - Optimistic Estimate) / 6

4. Cumulative Cost Cur4. Cumulative Cost Cur4. Cumulative Cost Cur4. Cumulative Cost Cur4. Cumulative Cost Curve = Best tool for tracking prve = Best tool for tracking prve = Best tool for tracking prve = Best tool for tracking prve = Best tool for tracking project costoject costoject costoject costoject cost

5. Slack = Early Star5. Slack = Early Star5. Slack = Early Star5. Slack = Early Star5. Slack = Early Start -Late Start -Late Start -Late Start -Late Start -Late Starttttt

6. Early Finish = Early Star6. Early Finish = Early Star6. Early Finish = Early Star6. Early Finish = Early Star6. Early Finish = Early Start + Durationt + Durationt + Durationt + Durationt + Duration

7. Late Star7. Late Star7. Late Star7. Late Star7. Late Start = Late Finish-Durationt = Late Finish-Durationt = Late Finish-Durationt = Late Finish-Durationt = Late Finish-Duration

8. Gantt Char8. Gantt Char8. Gantt Char8. Gantt Char8. Gantt Chart = Used to track actual vs. planned, good for schedule contrt = Used to track actual vs. planned, good for schedule contrt = Used to track actual vs. planned, good for schedule contrt = Used to track actual vs. planned, good for schedule contrt = Used to track actual vs. planned, good for schedule control.ol.ol.ol.ol.

9. PER9. PER9. PER9. PER9. PERT = Best for what if, measurT = Best for what if, measurT = Best for what if, measurT = Best for what if, measurT = Best for what if, measures futures futures futures futures future consequences of activities.e consequences of activities.e consequences of activities.e consequences of activities.e consequences of activities.

10. Fast T10. Fast T10. Fast T10. Fast T10. Fast Tracking = used in orracking = used in orracking = used in orracking = used in orracking = used in order to speed up those critical tasks...doing tasks in parallel with eachder to speed up those critical tasks...doing tasks in parallel with eachder to speed up those critical tasks...doing tasks in parallel with eachder to speed up those critical tasks...doing tasks in parallel with eachder to speed up those critical tasks...doing tasks in parallel with each
otherotherotherotherother.....

11. Crashing the Schedule Rules - Only crash those on the critical path and begin crashing only11. Crashing the Schedule Rules - Only crash those on the critical path and begin crashing only11. Crashing the Schedule Rules - Only crash those on the critical path and begin crashing only11. Crashing the Schedule Rules - Only crash those on the critical path and begin crashing only11. Crashing the Schedule Rules - Only crash those on the critical path and begin crashing only
those tasks which cost the least amount first.those tasks which cost the least amount first.those tasks which cost the least amount first.those tasks which cost the least amount first.those tasks which cost the least amount first.

12. AOA = Event Oriented12. AOA = Event Oriented12. AOA = Event Oriented12. AOA = Event Oriented12. AOA = Event Oriented

13. AON = Activity Oriented13. AON = Activity Oriented13. AON = Activity Oriented13. AON = Activity Oriented13. AON = Activity Oriented
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SCOPE

1. The major scope management pr1. The major scope management pr1. The major scope management pr1. The major scope management pr1. The major scope management processes consist of 1) Processes consist of 1) Processes consist of 1) Processes consist of 1) Processes consist of 1) Project Initiation, 2) Scope Planning, 3)oject Initiation, 2) Scope Planning, 3)oject Initiation, 2) Scope Planning, 3)oject Initiation, 2) Scope Planning, 3)oject Initiation, 2) Scope Planning, 3)
Scope Definition, 4) Scope VScope Definition, 4) Scope VScope Definition, 4) Scope VScope Definition, 4) Scope VScope Definition, 4) Scope Verification, and 5) Scope Change Contrerification, and 5) Scope Change Contrerification, and 5) Scope Change Contrerification, and 5) Scope Change Contrerification, and 5) Scope Change Control.ol.ol.ol.ol.

2. Pr2. Pr2. Pr2. Pr2. Product Scope roduct Scope roduct Scope roduct Scope roduct Scope refers to the featurefers to the featurefers to the featurefers to the featurefers to the features and functions of the pres and functions of the pres and functions of the pres and functions of the pres and functions of the product deliveroduct deliveroduct deliveroduct deliveroduct delivered by the pred by the pred by the pred by the pred by the project, whileoject, whileoject, whileoject, whileoject, while
PrPrPrPrProject Scope roject Scope roject Scope roject Scope roject Scope refers to the work refers to the work refers to the work refers to the work refers to the work requirequirequirequirequired to deliver the pred to deliver the pred to deliver the pred to deliver the pred to deliver the product.oduct.oduct.oduct.oduct.

3. Pr3. Pr3. Pr3. Pr3. Project Initiation roject Initiation roject Initiation roject Initiation roject Initiation results fresults fresults fresults fresults from management’om management’om management’om management’om management’s rs rs rs rs recognition of a precognition of a precognition of a precognition of a precognition of a problem, opporoblem, opporoblem, opporoblem, opporoblem, opportunity or a businesstunity or a businesstunity or a businesstunity or a businesstunity or a business
rrrrrequirequirequirequirequirement.ement.ement.ement.ement.

4. Pr4. Pr4. Pr4. Pr4. Preliminareliminareliminareliminareliminary work (i.e., feasibility studyy work (i.e., feasibility studyy work (i.e., feasibility studyy work (i.e., feasibility studyy work (i.e., feasibility study, pr, pr, pr, pr, preliminareliminareliminareliminareliminary plan or some other fory plan or some other fory plan or some other fory plan or some other fory plan or some other form of analysis) is oftenm of analysis) is oftenm of analysis) is oftenm of analysis) is oftenm of analysis) is often
completed prior to prcompleted prior to prcompleted prior to prcompleted prior to prcompleted prior to project initiation.oject initiation.oject initiation.oject initiation.oject initiation.

5. The Pr5. The Pr5. The Pr5. The Pr5. The Project Charoject Charoject Charoject Charoject Charter clearly defines the duties and authority of the prter clearly defines the duties and authority of the prter clearly defines the duties and authority of the prter clearly defines the duties and authority of the prter clearly defines the duties and authority of the project manageroject manageroject manageroject manageroject manager, the func-, the func-, the func-, the func-, the func-
tional managers and the prtional managers and the prtional managers and the prtional managers and the prtional managers and the project team.  It also gives the project team.  It also gives the project team.  It also gives the project team.  It also gives the project team.  It also gives the project manager the authority to apply roject manager the authority to apply roject manager the authority to apply roject manager the authority to apply roject manager the authority to apply re-e-e-e-e-
soursoursoursoursources to prces to prces to prces to prces to project activities.oject activities.oject activities.oject activities.oject activities.

6. Constraints ar6. Constraints ar6. Constraints ar6. Constraints ar6. Constraints are a factor that will limit the team’e a factor that will limit the team’e a factor that will limit the team’e a factor that will limit the team’e a factor that will limit the team’s options.s options.s options.s options.s options.

7. Assumptions ar7. Assumptions ar7. Assumptions ar7. Assumptions ar7. Assumptions are factors that, for planning purposes, will be considere factors that, for planning purposes, will be considere factors that, for planning purposes, will be considere factors that, for planning purposes, will be considere factors that, for planning purposes, will be considered to be tred to be tred to be tred to be tred to be true, rue, rue, rue, rue, real or cereal or cereal or cereal or cereal or cer-----
tain.tain.tain.tain.tain.

8. The Scope Statement is a nar8. The Scope Statement is a nar8. The Scope Statement is a nar8. The Scope Statement is a nar8. The Scope Statement is a narrative document which prrative document which prrative document which prrative document which prrative document which provides a basis for 1) a contract between theovides a basis for 1) a contract between theovides a basis for 1) a contract between theovides a basis for 1) a contract between theovides a basis for 1) a contract between the
prprprprproject team and the customeroject team and the customeroject team and the customeroject team and the customeroject team and the customer, 2) confir, 2) confir, 2) confir, 2) confir, 2) confirming a common understanding of the prming a common understanding of the prming a common understanding of the prming a common understanding of the prming a common understanding of the project scope, 3)oject scope, 3)oject scope, 3)oject scope, 3)oject scope, 3)
change contrchange contrchange contrchange contrchange control and 4) making futurol and 4) making futurol and 4) making futurol and 4) making futurol and 4) making future pre pre pre pre project decisions.oject decisions.oject decisions.oject decisions.oject decisions.
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9. Decomposition involves identifying the major pr9. Decomposition involves identifying the major pr9. Decomposition involves identifying the major pr9. Decomposition involves identifying the major pr9. Decomposition involves identifying the major project elements, developing cost and duration es-oject elements, developing cost and duration es-oject elements, developing cost and duration es-oject elements, developing cost and duration es-oject elements, developing cost and duration es-
timates, and identifying specific rtimates, and identifying specific rtimates, and identifying specific rtimates, and identifying specific rtimates, and identifying specific results for each level of the WBS.esults for each level of the WBS.esults for each level of the WBS.esults for each level of the WBS.esults for each level of the WBS.

10.  Scope verification is the pr10.  Scope verification is the pr10.  Scope verification is the pr10.  Scope verification is the pr10.  Scope verification is the process of obtaining forocess of obtaining forocess of obtaining forocess of obtaining forocess of obtaining formal stakeholder acceptance of the prmal stakeholder acceptance of the prmal stakeholder acceptance of the prmal stakeholder acceptance of the prmal stakeholder acceptance of the projectojectojectojectoject
scope.scope.scope.scope.scope.

11.  Scope change contr11.  Scope change contr11.  Scope change contr11.  Scope change contr11.  Scope change control is concerol is concerol is concerol is concerol is concerned with 1) influencing factors which crned with 1) influencing factors which crned with 1) influencing factors which crned with 1) influencing factors which crned with 1) influencing factors which create scope changes toeate scope changes toeate scope changes toeate scope changes toeate scope changes to
make surmake surmake surmake surmake sure they are they are they are they are they are beneficial to the pre beneficial to the pre beneficial to the pre beneficial to the pre beneficial to the project, 2) deteroject, 2) deteroject, 2) deteroject, 2) deteroject, 2) determining when a change has occurmining when a change has occurmining when a change has occurmining when a change has occurmining when a change has occurrrrrred, and 3)ed, and 3)ed, and 3)ed, and 3)ed, and 3)
managing actual changes when and if they occurmanaging actual changes when and if they occurmanaging actual changes when and if they occurmanaging actual changes when and if they occurmanaging actual changes when and if they occur.....

12.  The Scope Management Plan is a high-level pr12.  The Scope Management Plan is a high-level pr12.  The Scope Management Plan is a high-level pr12.  The Scope Management Plan is a high-level pr12.  The Scope Management Plan is a high-level process for scope change controcess for scope change controcess for scope change controcess for scope change controcess for scope change control.  It is developedol.  It is developedol.  It is developedol.  It is developedol.  It is developed
during the scope planning phase, as parduring the scope planning phase, as parduring the scope planning phase, as parduring the scope planning phase, as parduring the scope planning phase, as part of the Scope Statement document.t of the Scope Statement document.t of the Scope Statement document.t of the Scope Statement document.t of the Scope Statement document.
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INTEGRATION

1. Life cycle = Conceptual, develop, implementation, ter1. Life cycle = Conceptual, develop, implementation, ter1. Life cycle = Conceptual, develop, implementation, ter1. Life cycle = Conceptual, develop, implementation, ter1. Life cycle = Conceptual, develop, implementation, termination.mination.mination.mination.mination.

2. Pr2. Pr2. Pr2. Pr2. Project Charoject Charoject Charoject Charoject Charter = Delegate authorityter = Delegate authorityter = Delegate authorityter = Delegate authorityter = Delegate authority, Or, Or, Or, Or, Organization concerganization concerganization concerganization concerganization concerns, Cost Estimates, Schedule,  Justifi-ns, Cost Estimates, Schedule,  Justifi-ns, Cost Estimates, Schedule,  Justifi-ns, Cost Estimates, Schedule,  Justifi-ns, Cost Estimates, Schedule,  Justifi-
cation of prcation of prcation of prcation of prcation of project, Approject, Approject, Approject, Approject, Approval of proval of proval of proval of proval of project, Resouroject, Resouroject, Resouroject, Resouroject, Resources available, Scope of prces available, Scope of prces available, Scope of prces available, Scope of prces available, Scope of project.oject.oject.oject.oject.

3. Life Cycle Conflict = pr3. Life Cycle Conflict = pr3. Life Cycle Conflict = pr3. Life Cycle Conflict = pr3. Life Cycle Conflict = project priority + Administrative project priority + Administrative project priority + Administrative project priority + Administrative project priority + Administrative procedurocedurocedurocedurocedures + Schedule (as conceptual);es + Schedule (as conceptual);es + Schedule (as conceptual);es + Schedule (as conceptual);es + Schedule (as conceptual);
Implementation (schedule + tech issues + rImplementation (schedule + tech issues + rImplementation (schedule + tech issues + rImplementation (schedule + tech issues + rImplementation (schedule + tech issues + resouresouresouresouresources);  Tces);  Tces);  Tces);  Tces);  Tererererermination (schedule, personal conflicts,mination (schedule, personal conflicts,mination (schedule, personal conflicts,mination (schedule, personal conflicts,mination (schedule, personal conflicts,
rrrrresouresouresouresouresources).ces).ces).ces).ces).

4. Configuration Management = General Design + Detail Design + Implement & T4. Configuration Management = General Design + Detail Design + Implement & T4. Configuration Management = General Design + Detail Design + Implement & T4. Configuration Management = General Design + Detail Design + Implement & T4. Configuration Management = General Design + Detail Design + Implement & Test System.est System.est System.est System.est System.

5. WBS Levels = Pr5. WBS Levels = Pr5. WBS Levels = Pr5. WBS Levels = Pr5. WBS Levels = Project, Sub-project, Sub-project, Sub-project, Sub-project, Sub-project, task, work package, and work element.oject, task, work package, and work element.oject, task, work package, and work element.oject, task, work package, and work element.oject, task, work package, and work element.

6. Know the types of or6. Know the types of or6. Know the types of or6. Know the types of or6. Know the types of organizations such as:  Functional, Prganizations such as:  Functional, Prganizations such as:  Functional, Prganizations such as:  Functional, Prganizations such as:  Functional, Projectized, Matrix, Projectized, Matrix, Projectized, Matrix, Projectized, Matrix, Projectized, Matrix, Project Cooroject Cooroject Cooroject Cooroject Coordinatordinatordinatordinatordinator,,,,,
and Prand Prand Prand Prand Project Expediteroject Expediteroject Expediteroject Expediteroject Expediter.....

7. What is another name for Responsibility Matrix?  Linear Resour7. What is another name for Responsibility Matrix?  Linear Resour7. What is another name for Responsibility Matrix?  Linear Resour7. What is another name for Responsibility Matrix?  Linear Resour7. What is another name for Responsibility Matrix?  Linear Resource Charce Charce Charce Charce Chart or Resourt or Resourt or Resourt or Resourt or Resource Matrix orce Matrix orce Matrix orce Matrix orce Matrix or
CrCrCrCrCross Impact Matrix.oss Impact Matrix.oss Impact Matrix.oss Impact Matrix.oss Impact Matrix.

8. When is the Pr8. When is the Pr8. When is the Pr8. When is the Pr8. When is the Project Charoject Charoject Charoject Charoject Charter completed?  At the end of the conceptual phase.ter completed?  At the end of the conceptual phase.ter completed?  At the end of the conceptual phase.ter completed?  At the end of the conceptual phase.ter completed?  At the end of the conceptual phase.

9. When is the WBS developed?  Planning Phase.9. When is the WBS developed?  Planning Phase.9. When is the WBS developed?  Planning Phase.9. When is the WBS developed?  Planning Phase.9. When is the WBS developed?  Planning Phase.
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10. What ar10. What ar10. What ar10. What ar10. What are the thre the thre the thre the thre the three top souree top souree top souree top souree top sources of conflict during each phase?  Conceptual:  Prces of conflict during each phase?  Conceptual:  Prces of conflict during each phase?  Conceptual:  Prces of conflict during each phase?  Conceptual:  Prces of conflict during each phase?  Conceptual:  Project priorities,oject priorities,oject priorities,oject priorities,oject priorities,
Administrative prAdministrative prAdministrative prAdministrative prAdministrative procedurocedurocedurocedurocedures, and Schedules.  Planning Phase:  Pres, and Schedules.  Planning Phase:  Pres, and Schedules.  Planning Phase:  Pres, and Schedules.  Planning Phase:  Pres, and Schedules.  Planning Phase:  Project priorities, Schedules, and Ad-oject priorities, Schedules, and Ad-oject priorities, Schedules, and Ad-oject priorities, Schedules, and Ad-oject priorities, Schedules, and Ad-
ministrative prministrative prministrative prministrative prministrative procedurocedurocedurocedurocedures.  Implementation Phase:  Schedules, Tes.  Implementation Phase:  Schedules, Tes.  Implementation Phase:  Schedules, Tes.  Implementation Phase:  Schedules, Tes.  Implementation Phase:  Schedules, Technical, and Resourechnical, and Resourechnical, and Resourechnical, and Resourechnical, and Resources.  Close-Outces.  Close-Outces.  Close-Outces.  Close-Outces.  Close-Out
Phase:  Schedules,Phase:  Schedules,Phase:  Schedules,Phase:  Schedules,Phase:  Schedules, PersonalityPersonalityPersonalityPersonalityPersonality, and Resour, and Resour, and Resour, and Resour, and Resources.ces.ces.ces.ces.

11. Eighty hours of work makes-up a W11. Eighty hours of work makes-up a W11. Eighty hours of work makes-up a W11. Eighty hours of work makes-up a W11. Eighty hours of work makes-up a Work Package.ork Package.ork Package.ork Package.ork Package.

12. Know the impor12. Know the impor12. Know the impor12. Know the impor12. Know the importance of a WBS.tance of a WBS.tance of a WBS.tance of a WBS.tance of a WBS.

13. When does the pr13. When does the pr13. When does the pr13. When does the pr13. When does the project manager most likely encounter project manager most likely encounter project manager most likely encounter project manager most likely encounter project manager most likely encounter problems during the Planning Phase?oblems during the Planning Phase?oblems during the Planning Phase?oblems during the Planning Phase?oblems during the Planning Phase?
When developing the WBS and Schedule since it rWhen developing the WBS and Schedule since it rWhen developing the WBS and Schedule since it rWhen developing the WBS and Schedule since it rWhen developing the WBS and Schedule since it requirequirequirequirequires the scheduling of res the scheduling of res the scheduling of res the scheduling of res the scheduling of resouresouresouresouresources.ces.ces.ces.ces.

14. What cr14. What cr14. What cr14. What cr14. What creates the biggest preates the biggest preates the biggest preates the biggest preates the biggest problem for the PM?  Motivating people.oblem for the PM?  Motivating people.oblem for the PM?  Motivating people.oblem for the PM?  Motivating people.oblem for the PM?  Motivating people.

15. The typical r15. The typical r15. The typical r15. The typical r15. The typical role of the prole of the prole of the prole of the prole of the project manager is to plan, oroject manager is to plan, oroject manager is to plan, oroject manager is to plan, oroject manager is to plan, organize and contrganize and contrganize and contrganize and contrganize and control prol prol prol prol project activities froject activities froject activities froject activities froject activities fromomomomom
the conceptual phase thrthe conceptual phase thrthe conceptual phase thrthe conceptual phase thrthe conceptual phase through the closeout phase.ough the closeout phase.ough the closeout phase.ough the closeout phase.ough the closeout phase.

16. The Pr16. The Pr16. The Pr16. The Pr16. The Project Plan, a roject Plan, a roject Plan, a roject Plan, a roject Plan, a roadmap to follow throadmap to follow throadmap to follow throadmap to follow throadmap to follow through each prough each prough each prough each prough each project phase, pulls all paroject phase, pulls all paroject phase, pulls all paroject phase, pulls all paroject phase, pulls all parts of the prts of the prts of the prts of the prts of the projectojectojectojectoject
together into one cohesive document.together into one cohesive document.together into one cohesive document.together into one cohesive document.together into one cohesive document.

17. The thr17. The thr17. The thr17. The thr17. The three types of planning aree types of planning aree types of planning aree types of planning aree types of planning are: strategic, tactical and operational.  Strategic is long-tere: strategic, tactical and operational.  Strategic is long-tere: strategic, tactical and operational.  Strategic is long-tere: strategic, tactical and operational.  Strategic is long-tere: strategic, tactical and operational.  Strategic is long-term, topm, topm, topm, topm, top
down planning; tactical is bottoms-up for a shordown planning; tactical is bottoms-up for a shordown planning; tactical is bottoms-up for a shordown planning; tactical is bottoms-up for a shordown planning; tactical is bottoms-up for a shorter terter terter terter terter term, and operational is a quick rm, and operational is a quick rm, and operational is a quick rm, and operational is a quick rm, and operational is a quick response with aesponse with aesponse with aesponse with aesponse with a
shorshorshorshorshorter timeframe than tactical.ter timeframe than tactical.ter timeframe than tactical.ter timeframe than tactical.ter timeframe than tactical.

18. The r18. The r18. The r18. The r18. The rolling wave approlling wave approlling wave approlling wave approlling wave approach is an iterative planning proach is an iterative planning proach is an iterative planning proach is an iterative planning proach is an iterative planning process which starocess which starocess which starocess which starocess which starts when little actual inforts when little actual inforts when little actual inforts when little actual inforts when little actual infor-----
mation is available and continues to be modified and rmation is available and continues to be modified and rmation is available and continues to be modified and rmation is available and continues to be modified and rmation is available and continues to be modified and refined as additional inforefined as additional inforefined as additional inforefined as additional inforefined as additional information is obtained.mation is obtained.mation is obtained.mation is obtained.mation is obtained.
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19. The thr19. The thr19. The thr19. The thr19. The three components ree components ree components ree components ree components requirequirequirequirequired for pred for pred for pred for pred for project plan development aroject plan development aroject plan development aroject plan development aroject plan development are: objectives, assumptions ande: objectives, assumptions ande: objectives, assumptions ande: objectives, assumptions ande: objectives, assumptions and
estimates.estimates.estimates.estimates.estimates.

20. The Statement of W20. The Statement of W20. The Statement of W20. The Statement of W20. The Statement of Work (SOW) is a narork (SOW) is a narork (SOW) is a narork (SOW) is a narork (SOW) is a narrative of prrative of prrative of prrative of prrative of project work roject work roject work roject work roject work requirequirequirequirequirements, developed at the be-ements, developed at the be-ements, developed at the be-ements, developed at the be-ements, developed at the be-
ginning of the prginning of the prginning of the prginning of the prginning of the process.  It should include process.  It should include process.  It should include process.  It should include process.  It should include project objectives, a description of the work, specifica-oject objectives, a description of the work, specifica-oject objectives, a description of the work, specifica-oject objectives, a description of the work, specifica-oject objectives, a description of the work, specifica-
tions, funding constraints, a high level schedule and a work brtions, funding constraints, a high level schedule and a work brtions, funding constraints, a high level schedule and a work brtions, funding constraints, a high level schedule and a work brtions, funding constraints, a high level schedule and a work breakdown streakdown streakdown streakdown streakdown structuructuructuructuructure.e.e.e.e.

21. What is the least per21. What is the least per21. What is the least per21. What is the least per21. What is the least perforforforforformed of all prmed of all prmed of all prmed of all prmed of all project life cycles?  Project life cycles?  Project life cycles?  Project life cycles?  Project life cycles?  Project Toject Toject Toject Toject Tererererermination or Closeout.mination or Closeout.mination or Closeout.mination or Closeout.mination or Closeout.
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COMMUNICATIONS

1. Communication Model = Communicator1. Communication Model = Communicator1. Communication Model = Communicator1. Communication Model = Communicator1. Communication Model = Communicator, Message, Medium, and Recipient., Message, Medium, and Recipient., Message, Medium, and Recipient., Message, Medium, and Recipient., Message, Medium, and Recipient.

2. Audience = Customer2. Audience = Customer2. Audience = Customer2. Audience = Customer2. Audience = Customer, T, T, T, T, Top Management, and Top Management, and Top Management, and Top Management, and Top Management, and Team.eam.eam.eam.eam.

3. Communication Pr3. Communication Pr3. Communication Pr3. Communication Pr3. Communication Process = Tocess = Tocess = Tocess = Tocess = Transmit, Filterransmit, Filterransmit, Filterransmit, Filterransmit, Filter, Receive, and Understand., Receive, and Understand., Receive, and Understand., Receive, and Understand., Receive, and Understand.

4. Communication Envir4. Communication Envir4. Communication Envir4. Communication Envir4. Communication Environment =  Communication Channels, Logistics and Personal Contact.onment =  Communication Channels, Logistics and Personal Contact.onment =  Communication Channels, Logistics and Personal Contact.onment =  Communication Channels, Logistics and Personal Contact.onment =  Communication Channels, Logistics and Personal Contact.

5. Four Communication T5. Four Communication T5. Four Communication T5. Four Communication T5. Four Communication Types = Forypes = Forypes = Forypes = Forypes = Formal (written/verbal) and Informal (written/verbal) and Informal (written/verbal) and Informal (written/verbal) and Informal (written/verbal) and Informal (written/verbal).mal (written/verbal).mal (written/verbal).mal (written/verbal).mal (written/verbal).

6. Communication Bar6. Communication Bar6. Communication Bar6. Communication Bar6. Communication Barriers = No  Channels, Distance, Noise, and Attitudes.riers = No  Channels, Distance, Noise, and Attitudes.riers = No  Channels, Distance, Noise, and Attitudes.riers = No  Channels, Distance, Noise, and Attitudes.riers = No  Channels, Distance, Noise, and Attitudes.

7. Pr7. Pr7. Pr7. Pr7. Project manageroject manageroject manageroject manageroject manager’’’’’s main efs main efs main efs main efs main efforforforforfort is to integrate, plan, and communicate.t is to integrate, plan, and communicate.t is to integrate, plan, and communicate.t is to integrate, plan, and communicate.t is to integrate, plan, and communicate.

8. Communication Basic Model = Sender8. Communication Basic Model = Sender8. Communication Basic Model = Sender8. Communication Basic Model = Sender8. Communication Basic Model = Sender, Receiver, Receiver, Receiver, Receiver, Receiver, and Message., and Message., and Message., and Message., and Message.

9. Number of  lines of communication = [n(n - 1)] / 2 wher9. Number of  lines of communication = [n(n - 1)] / 2 wher9. Number of  lines of communication = [n(n - 1)] / 2 wher9. Number of  lines of communication = [n(n - 1)] / 2 wher9. Number of  lines of communication = [n(n - 1)] / 2 where n = number of members.e n = number of members.e n = number of members.e n = number of members.e n = number of members.

10. Management Styles = Authoritarian, Combative, Conciliator10. Management Styles = Authoritarian, Combative, Conciliator10. Management Styles = Authoritarian, Combative, Conciliator10. Management Styles = Authoritarian, Combative, Conciliator10. Management Styles = Authoritarian, Combative, Conciliatoryyyyy, Ethical, Facilitating, Intimidat-, Ethical, Facilitating, Intimidat-, Ethical, Facilitating, Intimidat-, Ethical, Facilitating, Intimidat-, Ethical, Facilitating, Intimidat-
ing, Judicial, Pring, Judicial, Pring, Judicial, Pring, Judicial, Pring, Judicial, Promotional, and Secromotional, and Secromotional, and Secromotional, and Secromotional, and Secretive.etive.etive.etive.etive.

11. Thr11. Thr11. Thr11. Thr11. Three Common Media Use = Vee Common Media Use = Vee Common Media Use = Vee Common Media Use = Vee Common Media Use = Visual, Audio, and Tisual, Audio, and Tisual, Audio, and Tisual, Audio, and Tisual, Audio, and Touch (tactile).ouch (tactile).ouch (tactile).ouch (tactile).ouch (tactile).

12. Sender T12. Sender T12. Sender T12. Sender T12. Sender Transmits and Receiver Interprransmits and Receiver Interprransmits and Receiver Interprransmits and Receiver Interprransmits and Receiver Interprets.ets.ets.ets.ets.

13. Conflict = W13. Conflict = W13. Conflict = W13. Conflict = W13. Conflict = Win-Lose(0,9) ; Lose-Leave (0,0);  Yin-Lose(0,9) ; Lose-Leave (0,0);  Yin-Lose(0,9) ; Lose-Leave (0,0);  Yin-Lose(0,9) ; Lose-Leave (0,0);  Yin-Lose(0,9) ; Lose-Leave (0,0);  Yield-Lose (9,0);  Comprield-Lose (9,0);  Comprield-Lose (9,0);  Comprield-Lose (9,0);  Comprield-Lose (9,0);  Compromise(5,5); Integrativeomise(5,5); Integrativeomise(5,5); Integrativeomise(5,5); Integrativeomise(5,5); Integrative
(9,9). 9,9 is better than 5,5.(9,9). 9,9 is better than 5,5.(9,9). 9,9 is better than 5,5.(9,9). 9,9 is better than 5,5.(9,9). 9,9 is better than 5,5.


